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Abstract—We study the problem of optimal power allocation
in a single-hop ad hoc wireless network. In solving this problem,
we depart from classical purely model-based approaches and
propose a hybrid method that retains key modeling elements
in conjunction with data-driven components. More precisely,
we put forth a neural network architecture inspired by the
algorithmic unfolding of the iterative weighted minimum mean
squared error (WMMSE) method, that we denote by unfolded
WMMSE (UWMMSE). The learnable weights within UWMMSE
are parameterized using graph neural networks (GNNs), where
the time-varying underlying graphs are given by the fading
interference coefficients in the wireless network. These GNNs are
trained through a gradient descent approach based on multiple
instances of the power allocation problem. We show that the
proposed architecture is permutation equivariant, thus facilitat-
ing generalizability across network topologies. Comprehensive
numerical experiments illustrate the performance attained by
UWMMSE along with its robustness to hyper-parameter selection
and generalizability to unseen scenarios such as different network
densities and network sizes.
Index terms— WMMSE, power allocation, graph neural
networks, deep learning, algorithm unfolding.
I. INTRODUCTION
Power and bandwidth are fundamental resources in com-
munication, playing a key role in determining the effective
capacity of a wireless channel [1], [2]. In modern wireless
communication systems, the scope of resources has been
broadened to include beams in a multiple-input-multiple-
output (MIMO) system, time slots in a time-division multiple
access system (TDMA), frequency sub-bands in a frequency-
division multiple access (FDMA) system, spreading codes
in a code-division multiple access (CDMA) system, among
several others [3]. Optimal allocation of these resources under
randomly varying channel characteristics and user demands
is essential for the smooth operation of wireless systems. In
particular, power allocation in a wireless ad hoc network is
crucial to mitigate multi-user interference, one of the main
performance-limiting factors. In addition, transmission power
of a mobile user is in itself a scarce resource. Indeed, careful
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and efficient power allocation is vital to prolong the battery
life of mobile users [4].
A communication system should ensure fairness and quality
of service to its users through efficient resource utilization.
Mathematically, the power allocation problem can be for-
mulated as the problem of optimizing a certain system-level
utility function – such as sum-rate, min-rate, and harmonic-
rate – subject to resource budget constraints. Despite the
remarkable success of this paradigm [5], it turns out that many
of the formulated optimization problems are non-convex and
NP-hard, making them difficult to solve [6]–[8]. Hence, a
plethora of classical methods have been developed to obtain
approximate solutions to these challenging optimization prob-
lems. For the canonical case of sum-rate maximization, the
algorithms developed over the past decades can be broadly
categorized into those based on Lagrangian dual decomposi-
tion [9], [10], interference pricing [11], [12], successive convex
approximation [13], and weighted minimum mean squared
error (WMMSE) minimization [14]. Of special interest to us
due to its widespread adoption is this last category of classical
methods. Common shortcomings of this body of work include
high computational complexity as well as the need of an
accurate system model, which may not be feasible to construct
in this era of constantly varying communication standards
and user demands. High computational complexity has two
particularly adverse consequences in wireless networks: 1) it
more rapidly depletes device battery (which runs counter to
the entire point of performing efficient power allocation), and
2) the power allocation needs to be recomputed frequently
in time-varying channels, undermining the practical utility of
a complex algorithm’s time-delayed output that lags current
channel conditions. This has led the research community to
look for faster, data-driven solutions for power allocation by
leveraging machine learning tools.
Deep learning based methods have outperformed conven-
tional approaches for wireless resource allocation in recent
works [15]–[21]. Broadly, there are two ways of incorporating
deep learning in solving resource allocation problems. One
way is to follow a supervised or imitation learning approach
where the functional approximation capacity of deep neural
networks is leveraged to mimic established classical methods
from solved instances [22]. For example, a deep network has
been employed [23] to approximate the classical WMMSE
solution [14] for the power allocation problem in an interfer-
ence channel. The main advantage of this paradigm is com-
putational efficiency since, once trained, deep networks can
run faster than the classical algorithms that they are imitating.
By contrast, the main drawback is the poor generalization
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2to scenarios (channel characteristics, number of users, user
mobility) not represented in the original training examples.
While expanding the training set to be more inclusive of the
diversity of such phenomena is desirable, it may be infeasible
to obtain groundtruth for such a large and representative set
as that would involve repeated application of the computa-
tionally heavy iterative algorithm. The second approach is
unsupervised where one parameterizes the power allocation
function using a neural network and directly employs the op-
timization objective as a loss function, bypassing the need for
solved problem instances [15], [24]–[27]. This loss function
is minimized during training with respect to the parameters
defining the neural network. While such a procedure is compu-
tationally simple, no prior knowledge (e.g., based on classical
optimization techniques) is leveraged to inform the algorithm’s
architectural or hyper-parameter choices.
In this paper, we advocate a third direction, which falls
between the two described extremes and aims to address their
shortcomings. The proposed method is unsupervised in the
sense that no solved instances of the power allocation problem
are needed for training. However, our approach still imitates
classical methods by incorporating part of their structure into
the layered architecture of the neural network. The goal is to
leverage the theoretical models developed with expert knowl-
edge and achieve near-optimal performance with significantly
reduced execution time. To accomplish this, we follow the
paradigm of algorithm unfolding [28].
Algorithm unfolding (or unrolling) was first proposed as
an application of a parametric function to approximate the
iterative soft-thresholding algorithm [29]. The idea is to unfold
the iterations as a cascade of layers, where each layer has
the same update structure as the original algorithm but the
parameters are now learned from data. This approach was
later successfully extended to several iterative algorithms that
solve problems like blind deblurring [30], non-negative matrix
factorization [31], semantic image segmentation [32], clutter
suppression [33], rain removal [34] and source separation [35].
A standard practice in the above frameworks is to parameterize
the function of interest using multi-layer perceptrons (MLPs)
or convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [36]. However,
MLPs and CNNs – which have proven to be tremendously
effective in processing images, texts, and audio – are not quite
suitable for problems in wireless communication. In particular,
the performance of these methods degrades dramatically when
the network size becomes large since MLPs and CNNs fail
to exploit the underlying topology of wireless networks. This
has led to several approaches that tried to adjust CNNs to
the wireless setting [15], [37], [38] capitalizing on, e.g., the
spatial disposition of wireless networks [39]. We adopt an
alternative direction [25], [26], [40], where graph neural net-
works (GNNs) [41]–[47] are used to parameterize the power
allocation function, thus leveraging the natural representation
of wireless networks as graphs. GNNs utilize the structural
relationships between nodes to locally process instantaneous
channel state information.
In this context, we propose an unfolded weighted minimum
mean squared error (UWMMSE) method, which is to the
best of our knowledge the first GNN deep unfolded archi-
tecture based on the iterative WMMSE algorithm. UWMMSE
achieves state-of-the-art performance in utility maximization
and computational efficiency for power allocation in wireless
networks.
Contribution. The contributions of this paper are threefold:
i) We propose an unfolded version of WMMSE for power
allocation in wireless networks – where the learnable modules
are parameterized via GNNs – along with guidelines for its
distributed implementation. Moreover, the modular approach
advocated here can be followed as a roadmap for the derivation
of other unfolded versions of WMMSE.
ii) In terms of theoretical analysis, we show that the permuta-
tion equivariance of the learning components implies permuta-
tion equivariance of the whole architecture; see Propositions 1
and 2. Additionally, we determine a necessary condition to
be satisfied by the learning parameters to enable effective
learning; see Theorem 1.
iii) Through extensive numerical experimentation, we illustrate
the performance of the proposed method compared with
state-of-the-art alternatives, the impact on performance of the
choice of key hyper-parameters in the determination of our
architecture, and the generalizability to wireless networks of
unseen sizes and densities.
Paper outline. In Section II, we introduce the network topol-
ogy and channel model that will be studied along with a formal
statement of the power allocation problem. After introducing
the classical WMMSE algorithm, in Section III we present the
proposed unfolded architecture; see Fig. 1. Theoretical analy-
ses of permutation equivariance and convergence are presented
in Sections III-A and III-B, respectively. We close this main
section with a discussion on the distributed implementation
and computational complexity of the proposed architecture in
Section III-C. Comprehensive numerical experiments in Sec-
tion IV demonstrate the behavior of UWMMSE in comparison
with established and recently proposed methods as well as
for varying hyper-parameter and wireless network settings.
Conclusions and avenues for future research in Section V close
the paper.
Notation. The entries of a matrix X and a vector x are
denoted by Xij and xi, respectively; to avoid confusion, the
alternative notation [X]ij and [x]i will be used occasionally.
Operations (·)> and E(·) represent transpose and expected
value, respectively. 0 and 1 refer to the all-zeros and the
all-ones vectors, respectively, where the sizes are clear from
context. diag(X) denotes a diagonal matrix which stores the
diagonal elements of X. N (0, σ2) represents a zero-mean
normal distribution with variance σ2.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
We consider a single-hop ad hoc interference network
having M distinct single-antenna transmitter-receiver pairs.
Transmitters are denoted by i and the ith transmitter is asso-
ciated to a single receiver denoted by r(i) for i = 1, . . . ,M .
3Further, denoting the signal transmitted by i as xi ∈ R, the
received signal yi ∈ R at r(i) is given by
yi = hiixi +
M∑
j=1 | j 6=i
hijxj + ni, (1)
where hii ∈ R is the channel between the ith transceiver pair,
hij ∈ R for i 6= j represents interference between transmitter
j and receiver r(i), and ni ∼ N (0, σ2) for σ > 0 represents
the additive channel noise. To accommodate the effect of
fading channels, we slot time into discrete intervals and
consider time-varying channels hij(t), which we conveniently
represent as a channel-state matrix H(t) ∈ RM×M where
[H(t)]ij = hij(t). It will be instrumental to interpret H(t) as
the time-varying and weighted adjacency matrix of a directed
graph with M nodes, where node i represents the transmitter-
receiver pair composed of transmitter i and receiver r(i).
The instantaneous data rate ci achievable at receiver r(i)
is given by Shannon’s capacity theorem as a function of the
signal-to-interference-plus-noise-ratio (SINR),
ci(p(t),H(t)) = log2
(
1 +
|hii(t)|2pi(t)
σ2 +
∑
j 6=i |hij(t)|2pj(t)
)
,
(2)
where pi(t) ∈ R, pi(t) ≥ 0, represents the power allocated to
transmitter i at time t and p(t) = [p1(t), . . . , pM (t)]>. Our
objective is to determine the instantaneous power allocation
vector p(t) that maximizes a network utility related to the
data rates ci. Under the common understanding that channel
states vary with time, from this point onward we omit the
explicit dependence on t to simplify notation.
We formally state our power allocation problem as follows
max
p
M∑
i=1
βi(ci(p,H)) (3)
s.t. 0 ≤ pi ≤ pmax, for all i,
where βi is a generic increasing utility function of the data
rate ci [cf. (2)], and pmax denotes the uniform maximum
available power at every transmitter. Notice that when se-
lecting βi(z) = αiz for αi > 0, the objective function
in (3) boils down to the well-established (weighted) sum-
rate utility. Moreover, other frequently encountered utilities
are also encompassed by the formulation in (3) including
proportional fairness βi(z) = log(z) and harmonic mean rate
βi(z) = −z−1. However, even for well-established utility
functions, the optimization problem in (3) has been shown
to be NP-hard [6], [48]. In this context, the present work is
driven by the following question:
How can we achieve an effective, distributed, and efficient
solution to (3), where H is drawn from an accessible
distribution H?
In the above statement, by effective we mean a solution that
achieves comparable performance to a near-optimal classical
approach, while accessible distribution means that either H is
known or we can easily sample from it.
Several approximate methods have been proposed that aim
to solve a tractable surrogate of (3) and, thence, find at least
a good local maximum of the utility of interest. This classical
body of work focuses on solving a single instance of (3) for
an arbitrary H, which must then be repeated to recompute the
power allocation in successive time instants.
Given that in practice we are interested in solving several
instances of (3) across time, a learning-based body of work
has gained traction in the past years. In a nutshell, based on
many channel state instances, the idea is to learn a map (i.e.,
a function approximator) between the channel state matrix H
and the corresponding (approximate) optimal power allocation
p. In this way, when a new channel is drawn, the power can
be efficiently computed using the learned map without the
need for solving an optimization problem. Unlike common
neural-network based functional approximators whose inputs
and outputs are often of fixed dimensionality, a distinguishing
property of the problem here is that H’s dimension is not
necessarily fixed a-priori and can indeed change as nodes enter
and exit the wireless network. This fact combined with the
inherent topological structure present in H foreshadows the
importance of using graph neural networks as the functional
approximator, a point we further elaborate in Section III.
Our goal is to combine the advantages of the classical
and learning-based paradigms. More specifically, we seek to
address our driving question by leveraging the approximate,
distributed and interpretable solution provided by the classical
WMMSE method while enhancing it with the computational
efficiency of trained machine learning models. We pursue
this synergistic combination under the paradigm of algorithm
unfolding, as discussed in the next section.
III. UNFOLDED WEIGHTED MINIMUM MEAN SQUARED
ERROR (UWMMSE)
Algorithm unfolding (or unrolling) [28], [49]–[51] refers to
the general notion of selecting an iterative model-based ap-
proach to solve a problem of interest and building a problem-
specific neural network with layers inspired by these iterations.
Backed-up by its recent success on several problems, we
present here the first unfolded algorithm for power allocation
in wireless networks. Notice, however, that the action of
unfolding is not uniquely determined. Several decisions must
be made with the objective of incorporating domain knowledge
as well as striking the right balance between interpretability
and performance. These decisions include selecting what pa-
rameters become trainable and what trainable architectures are
used to represent these parameters. In this paper, we develop
and evaluate a way to unfold WMMSE using graph neural
networks.
Before presenting our unfolded architecture, we introduce
the basics of WMMSE [14]. Essential for this classical algo-
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<latexit sha1_base64="lxSlalLWHZONzhqSkt9TyJtuBng=">AAACinicbVHRbtMwFHXDgK0b0LHHvVirkDYpVHE2kVW8 TAMJHjdEt0ltqRznprPq2JHtFFVWvoVX+CT+Bjfrw9pxJEtH55xrX9+bloIbG0V/W8GzrecvXm7vtHf3Xr1+09l/e2NUpRkMmBJK36XUgOASBpZbAXelBlqkAm7T2aelfzsHbbiS3+2ihHFBp5LnnFHrpUnnYFRQe5/mbl7/cMez9+SkxpNON+pFDfBTQl aki1a4muy3JqNMsaoAaZmgxgxJVNqxo9pyJqBujyoDJWUzOoWhp5IWYEKczXlpGj52zU9q/M67Gc6V9kda3KiPqx0tjFkUaYjTwqeXvZtNfyn+zxtWNj8fOy7LyoJkD4/llcBW4eVocMY1MCsWnlCmue8ds3uqKbN+gO1RBrkfctOSS0UFpfoJunbfvlzW LklCQs5C0o/q9eBUA8i15HlIktOwTzaCSlM5XbszjuOQnEbhh6Ru+5WQzQU8JTdxj0Q9cn3WvbhcLWcbHaIjdIwIStAF+oqu0AAxtEC/0G/0J9gL4qAffHyIBq1VzQFaQ/D5H6Ofw7Y=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lxSlalLWHZONzhqSkt9TyJtuBng=">AAACinicbVHRbtMwFHXDgK0b0LHHvVirkDYpVHE2kVW8 TAMJHjdEt0ltqRznprPq2JHtFFVWvoVX+CT+Bjfrw9pxJEtH55xrX9+bloIbG0V/W8GzrecvXm7vtHf3Xr1+09l/e2NUpRkMmBJK36XUgOASBpZbAXelBlqkAm7T2aelfzsHbbiS3+2ihHFBp5LnnFHrpUnnYFRQe5/mbl7/cMez9+SkxpNON+pFDfBTQl aki1a4muy3JqNMsaoAaZmgxgxJVNqxo9pyJqBujyoDJWUzOoWhp5IWYEKczXlpGj52zU9q/M67Gc6V9kda3KiPqx0tjFkUaYjTwqeXvZtNfyn+zxtWNj8fOy7LyoJkD4/llcBW4eVocMY1MCsWnlCmue8ds3uqKbN+gO1RBrkfctOSS0UFpfoJunbfvlzW LklCQs5C0o/q9eBUA8i15HlIktOwTzaCSlM5XbszjuOQnEbhh6Ru+5WQzQU8JTdxj0Q9cn3WvbhcLWcbHaIjdIwIStAF+oqu0AAxtEC/0G/0J9gL4qAffHyIBq1VzQFaQ/D5H6Ofw7Y=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lxSlalLWHZONzhqSkt9TyJtuBng=">AAACinicbVHRbtMwFHXDgK0b0LHHvVirkDYpVHE2kVW8 TAMJHjdEt0ltqRznprPq2JHtFFVWvoVX+CT+Bjfrw9pxJEtH55xrX9+bloIbG0V/W8GzrecvXm7vtHf3Xr1+09l/e2NUpRkMmBJK36XUgOASBpZbAXelBlqkAm7T2aelfzsHbbiS3+2ihHFBp5LnnFHrpUnnYFRQe5/mbl7/cMez9+SkxpNON+pFDfBTQl aki1a4muy3JqNMsaoAaZmgxgxJVNqxo9pyJqBujyoDJWUzOoWhp5IWYEKczXlpGj52zU9q/M67Gc6V9kda3KiPqx0tjFkUaYjTwqeXvZtNfyn+zxtWNj8fOy7LyoJkD4/llcBW4eVocMY1MCsWnlCmue8ds3uqKbN+gO1RBrkfctOSS0UFpfoJunbfvlzW LklCQs5C0o/q9eBUA8i15HlIktOwTzaCSlM5XbszjuOQnEbhh6Ru+5WQzQU8JTdxj0Q9cn3WvbhcLWcbHaIjdIwIStAF+oqu0AAxtEC/0G/0J9gL4qAffHyIBq1VzQFaQ/D5H6Ofw7Y=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lxSlalLWHZONzhqSkt9TyJtuBng=">AAACinicbVHRbtMwFHXDgK0b0LHHvVirkDYpVHE2kVW8 TAMJHjdEt0ltqRznprPq2JHtFFVWvoVX+CT+Bjfrw9pxJEtH55xrX9+bloIbG0V/W8GzrecvXm7vtHf3Xr1+09l/e2NUpRkMmBJK36XUgOASBpZbAXelBlqkAm7T2aelfzsHbbiS3+2ihHFBp5LnnFHrpUnnYFRQe5/mbl7/cMez9+SkxpNON+pFDfBTQl aki1a4muy3JqNMsaoAaZmgxgxJVNqxo9pyJqBujyoDJWUzOoWhp5IWYEKczXlpGj52zU9q/M67Gc6V9kda3KiPqx0tjFkUaYjTwqeXvZtNfyn+zxtWNj8fOy7LyoJkD4/llcBW4eVocMY1MCsWnlCmue8ds3uqKbN+gO1RBrkfctOSS0UFpfoJunbfvlzW LklCQs5C0o/q9eBUA8i15HlIktOwTzaCSlM5XbszjuOQnEbhh6Ru+5WQzQU8JTdxj0Q9cn3WvbhcLWcbHaIjdIwIStAF+oqu0AAxtEC/0G/0J9gL4qAffHyIBq1VzQFaQ/D5H6Ofw7Y=</latexit>
v(k)
<latexit sha1_base64="BFx23y+aXZJwQPYcB/z/aoQXWiw=">AAACiHicbVHLbhMxFHWGVxleCSzZWERIRRpFdloxza4K C1gWRNpKSYg8njupFY89sj2pIms+hS18E3+DM82CpBzJ0tE559rX92aVFNYR8qcTPXj46PGTo6fxs+cvXr7q9l5fWl0bDhOupTbXGbMghYKJE07CdWWAlZmEq2z1aetfrcFYodV3t6lgXrKlEoXgzAVp0e3NSuZussKvmx/+ePWhwYtunwxIC3yf0B3pox 0uFr3OYpZrXpegHJfM2ikllZt7ZpzgEpp4VluoGF+xJUwDVawEm+B8LSrb8rlv/9Hg98HNcaFNOMrhVv232rPS2k2ZJTgrQ3rbuT30t+L/vGntirO5F6qqHSh+91hRS+w03g4G58IAd3ITCONGhN4xv2GGcRfGF89yKMKI25Z8Jmuo9C2Yxn/7PG58miaU niZ0RJr94NIAqL3kWULTk2RED4LaMLXcu3M4HCb0hCQf0yYOK6GHC7hPLocDSgb062n/fLxbzhF6i96hY0RRis7RF3SBJoijW/QT/UK/ozgiURqN7qJRZ1fzBu0hGv8FiPnDRA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BFx23y+aXZJwQPYcB/z/aoQXWiw=">AAACiHicbVHLbhMxFHWGVxleCSzZWERIRRpFdloxza4K C1gWRNpKSYg8njupFY89sj2pIms+hS18E3+DM82CpBzJ0tE559rX92aVFNYR8qcTPXj46PGTo6fxs+cvXr7q9l5fWl0bDhOupTbXGbMghYKJE07CdWWAlZmEq2z1aetfrcFYodV3t6lgXrKlEoXgzAVp0e3NSuZussKvmx/+ePWhwYtunwxIC3yf0B3pox 0uFr3OYpZrXpegHJfM2ikllZt7ZpzgEpp4VluoGF+xJUwDVawEm+B8LSrb8rlv/9Hg98HNcaFNOMrhVv232rPS2k2ZJTgrQ3rbuT30t+L/vGntirO5F6qqHSh+91hRS+w03g4G58IAd3ITCONGhN4xv2GGcRfGF89yKMKI25Z8Jmuo9C2Yxn/7PG58miaU niZ0RJr94NIAqL3kWULTk2RED4LaMLXcu3M4HCb0hCQf0yYOK6GHC7hPLocDSgb062n/fLxbzhF6i96hY0RRis7RF3SBJoijW/QT/UK/ozgiURqN7qJRZ1fzBu0hGv8FiPnDRA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BFx23y+aXZJwQPYcB/z/aoQXWiw=">AAACiHicbVHLbhMxFHWGVxleCSzZWERIRRpFdloxza4K C1gWRNpKSYg8njupFY89sj2pIms+hS18E3+DM82CpBzJ0tE559rX92aVFNYR8qcTPXj46PGTo6fxs+cvXr7q9l5fWl0bDhOupTbXGbMghYKJE07CdWWAlZmEq2z1aetfrcFYodV3t6lgXrKlEoXgzAVp0e3NSuZussKvmx/+ePWhwYtunwxIC3yf0B3pox 0uFr3OYpZrXpegHJfM2ikllZt7ZpzgEpp4VluoGF+xJUwDVawEm+B8LSrb8rlv/9Hg98HNcaFNOMrhVv232rPS2k2ZJTgrQ3rbuT30t+L/vGntirO5F6qqHSh+91hRS+w03g4G58IAd3ITCONGhN4xv2GGcRfGF89yKMKI25Z8Jmuo9C2Yxn/7PG58miaU niZ0RJr94NIAqL3kWULTk2RED4LaMLXcu3M4HCb0hCQf0yYOK6GHC7hPLocDSgb062n/fLxbzhF6i96hY0RRis7RF3SBJoijW/QT/UK/ozgiURqN7qJRZ1fzBu0hGv8FiPnDRA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BFx23y+aXZJwQPYcB/z/aoQXWiw=">AAACiHicbVHLbhMxFHWGVxleCSzZWERIRRpFdloxza4K C1gWRNpKSYg8njupFY89sj2pIms+hS18E3+DM82CpBzJ0tE559rX92aVFNYR8qcTPXj46PGTo6fxs+cvXr7q9l5fWl0bDhOupTbXGbMghYKJE07CdWWAlZmEq2z1aetfrcFYodV3t6lgXrKlEoXgzAVp0e3NSuZussKvmx/+ePWhwYtunwxIC3yf0B3pox 0uFr3OYpZrXpegHJfM2ikllZt7ZpzgEpp4VluoGF+xJUwDVawEm+B8LSrb8rlv/9Hg98HNcaFNOMrhVv232rPS2k2ZJTgrQ3rbuT30t+L/vGntirO5F6qqHSh+91hRS+w03g4G58IAd3ITCONGhN4xv2GGcRfGF89yKMKI25Z8Jmuo9C2Yxn/7PG58miaU niZ0RJr94NIAqL3kWULTk2RED4LaMLXcu3M4HCb0hCQf0yYOK6GHC7hPLocDSgb062n/fLxbzhF6i96hY0RRis7RF3SBJoijW/QT/UK/ozgiURqN7qJRZ1fzBu0hGv8FiPnDRA==</latexit> v(K 1)
<latexit sha1_base64="moKGHZMc5uFYPoD1b6rKT00NwS4=">AAACinicbVFda9swFFW8j3ZZt6br415Ew6ADL1huqRv2 UtrBCn3pxtIWkizI8nUqKktGkjOC8G/Z6/qT9m+muHlo0h0QHM45V7q6Ny0FNzaK/raCZ89fvNzYfNV+vfXm7XZn592VUZVmMGBKKH2TUgOCSxhYbgXclBpokQq4Tu/OFv71DLThSv6w8xLGBZ1KnnNGrZcmnd1RQe1tmrtZ/dPtX3wiH2s86XSjXtQAPy VkSbpoicvJTmsyyhSrCpCWCWrMkESlHTuqLWcC6vaoMlBSdkenMPRU0gJMiLMZL03Dx675SY0/eDfDudL+SIsb9XG1o4Ux8yINcVr49KJ3s+4vxP95w8rmx2PHZVlZkOzhsbwS2Cq8GA3OuAZmxdwTyjT3vWN2SzVl1g+wPcog90NuWnKpqKBUv0DX7vvX 09olSUjIYUj6Ub0anGoAuZI8DklyEPbJWlBpKqcrd8ZxHJKDKDxK6rZfCVlfwFNyFfdI1CPfDrsnp8vlbKL3aA/tI4ISdILO0SUaIIbm6Df6g+6DrSAO+sHnh2jQWtbsohUEX/4BYL/Dlg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="moKGHZMc5uFYPoD1b6rKT00NwS4=">AAACinicbVFda9swFFW8j3ZZt6br415Ew6ADL1huqRv2 UtrBCn3pxtIWkizI8nUqKktGkjOC8G/Z6/qT9m+muHlo0h0QHM45V7q6Ny0FNzaK/raCZ89fvNzYfNV+vfXm7XZn592VUZVmMGBKKH2TUgOCSxhYbgXclBpokQq4Tu/OFv71DLThSv6w8xLGBZ1KnnNGrZcmnd1RQe1tmrtZ/dPtX3wiH2s86XSjXtQAPy VkSbpoicvJTmsyyhSrCpCWCWrMkESlHTuqLWcC6vaoMlBSdkenMPRU0gJMiLMZL03Dx675SY0/eDfDudL+SIsb9XG1o4Ux8yINcVr49KJ3s+4vxP95w8rmx2PHZVlZkOzhsbwS2Cq8GA3OuAZmxdwTyjT3vWN2SzVl1g+wPcog90NuWnKpqKBUv0DX7vvX 09olSUjIYUj6Ub0anGoAuZI8DklyEPbJWlBpKqcrd8ZxHJKDKDxK6rZfCVlfwFNyFfdI1CPfDrsnp8vlbKL3aA/tI4ISdILO0SUaIIbm6Df6g+6DrSAO+sHnh2jQWtbsohUEX/4BYL/Dlg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="moKGHZMc5uFYPoD1b6rKT00NwS4=">AAACinicbVFda9swFFW8j3ZZt6br415Ew6ADL1huqRv2 UtrBCn3pxtIWkizI8nUqKktGkjOC8G/Z6/qT9m+muHlo0h0QHM45V7q6Ny0FNzaK/raCZ89fvNzYfNV+vfXm7XZn592VUZVmMGBKKH2TUgOCSxhYbgXclBpokQq4Tu/OFv71DLThSv6w8xLGBZ1KnnNGrZcmnd1RQe1tmrtZ/dPtX3wiH2s86XSjXtQAPy VkSbpoicvJTmsyyhSrCpCWCWrMkESlHTuqLWcC6vaoMlBSdkenMPRU0gJMiLMZL03Dx675SY0/eDfDudL+SIsb9XG1o4Ux8yINcVr49KJ3s+4vxP95w8rmx2PHZVlZkOzhsbwS2Cq8GA3OuAZmxdwTyjT3vWN2SzVl1g+wPcog90NuWnKpqKBUv0DX7vvX 09olSUjIYUj6Ub0anGoAuZI8DklyEPbJWlBpKqcrd8ZxHJKDKDxK6rZfCVlfwFNyFfdI1CPfDrsnp8vlbKL3aA/tI4ISdILO0SUaIIbm6Df6g+6DrSAO+sHnh2jQWtbsohUEX/4BYL/Dlg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="moKGHZMc5uFYPoD1b6rKT00NwS4=">AAACinicbVFda9swFFW8j3ZZt6br415Ew6ADL1huqRv2 UtrBCn3pxtIWkizI8nUqKktGkjOC8G/Z6/qT9m+muHlo0h0QHM45V7q6Ny0FNzaK/raCZ89fvNzYfNV+vfXm7XZn592VUZVmMGBKKH2TUgOCSxhYbgXclBpokQq4Tu/OFv71DLThSv6w8xLGBZ1KnnNGrZcmnd1RQe1tmrtZ/dPtX3wiH2s86XSjXtQAPy VkSbpoicvJTmsyyhSrCpCWCWrMkESlHTuqLWcC6vaoMlBSdkenMPRU0gJMiLMZL03Dx675SY0/eDfDudL+SIsb9XG1o4Ux8yINcVr49KJ3s+4vxP95w8rmx2PHZVlZkOzhsbwS2Cq8GA3OuAZmxdwTyjT3vWN2SzVl1g+wPcog90NuWnKpqKBUv0DX7vvX 09olSUjIYUj6Ub0anGoAuZI8DklyEPbJWlBpKqcrd8ZxHJKDKDxK6rZfCVlfwFNyFfdI1CPfDrsnp8vlbKL3aA/tI4ISdILO0SUaIIbm6Df6g+6DrSAO+sHnh2jQWtbsohUEX/4BYL/Dlg==</latexit> v(K) =
p
p
<latexit sha1_base64="3/yXJCbA4U9hsAmbSeh8xl/vFd4=">AAACm3icbVFda9swFFW8rzb7aNo9loFYNujABCstc/swKO3Dxra HbixtIc6CLF+norLsSnJGEPoD/TV93f7J/s0UN4Ml3QHB4Zxzpat700pwbaLodyu4d//Bw0dr6+3HT54+2+hsbp3qslYMBqwUpTpPqQbBJQwMNwLOKwW0SAWcpZfHc/9sCkrzUn4zswpGBZ1InnNGjZfGnVdJQc1Fmtup+253Pr1x+B1O9JUy9q9ROTfudKNe1ADfJWRBumiBk /Fma5xkJasLkIYJqvWQRJUZWaoMZwJcO6k1VJRd0gkMPZW0AB3ibMor3fCRbb7m8GvvZjgvlT/S4Eb9t9rSQutZkYY4LXx63rNe9efi/7xhbfL9keWyqg1IdvtYXgtsSjyfFc64AmbEzBPKFPe9Y3ZBFWXGT7SdZJD7qTct2VTUUJU/QDn79f2Rs3EcErIXkoPILQcnCkAuJfd DEu+GB2QlWCoqJ0t39vv9kOxG4dvYtf1KyOoC7pLTfo9EPfJlr3t4tFjOGtpGL9EOIihGh+gDOkEDxNA1ukE/0a/gRXAcfAw+30aD1qLmOVpCMPgDuSTLkw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3/yXJCbA4U9hsAmbSeh8xl/vFd4=">AAACm3icbVFda9swFFW8rzb7aNo9loFYNujABCstc/swKO3Dxra HbixtIc6CLF+norLsSnJGEPoD/TV93f7J/s0UN4Ml3QHB4Zxzpat700pwbaLodyu4d//Bw0dr6+3HT54+2+hsbp3qslYMBqwUpTpPqQbBJQwMNwLOKwW0SAWcpZfHc/9sCkrzUn4zswpGBZ1InnNGjZfGnVdJQc1Fmtup+253Pr1x+B1O9JUy9q9ROTfudKNe1ADfJWRBumiBk /Fma5xkJasLkIYJqvWQRJUZWaoMZwJcO6k1VJRd0gkMPZW0AB3ibMor3fCRbb7m8GvvZjgvlT/S4Eb9t9rSQutZkYY4LXx63rNe9efi/7xhbfL9keWyqg1IdvtYXgtsSjyfFc64AmbEzBPKFPe9Y3ZBFWXGT7SdZJD7qTct2VTUUJU/QDn79f2Rs3EcErIXkoPILQcnCkAuJfd DEu+GB2QlWCoqJ0t39vv9kOxG4dvYtf1KyOoC7pLTfo9EPfJlr3t4tFjOGtpGL9EOIihGh+gDOkEDxNA1ukE/0a/gRXAcfAw+30aD1qLmOVpCMPgDuSTLkw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3/yXJCbA4U9hsAmbSeh8xl/vFd4=">AAACm3icbVFda9swFFW8rzb7aNo9loFYNujABCstc/swKO3Dxra HbixtIc6CLF+norLsSnJGEPoD/TV93f7J/s0UN4Ml3QHB4Zxzpat700pwbaLodyu4d//Bw0dr6+3HT54+2+hsbp3qslYMBqwUpTpPqQbBJQwMNwLOKwW0SAWcpZfHc/9sCkrzUn4zswpGBZ1InnNGjZfGnVdJQc1Fmtup+253Pr1x+B1O9JUy9q9ROTfudKNe1ADfJWRBumiBk /Fma5xkJasLkIYJqvWQRJUZWaoMZwJcO6k1VJRd0gkMPZW0AB3ibMor3fCRbb7m8GvvZjgvlT/S4Eb9t9rSQutZkYY4LXx63rNe9efi/7xhbfL9keWyqg1IdvtYXgtsSjyfFc64AmbEzBPKFPe9Y3ZBFWXGT7SdZJD7qTct2VTUUJU/QDn79f2Rs3EcErIXkoPILQcnCkAuJfd DEu+GB2QlWCoqJ0t39vv9kOxG4dvYtf1KyOoC7pLTfo9EPfJlr3t4tFjOGtpGL9EOIihGh+gDOkEDxNA1ukE/0a/gRXAcfAw+30aD1qLmOVpCMPgDuSTLkw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3/yXJCbA4U9hsAmbSeh8xl/vFd4=">AAACm3icbVFda9swFFW8rzb7aNo9loFYNujABCstc/swKO3Dxra HbixtIc6CLF+norLsSnJGEPoD/TV93f7J/s0UN4Ml3QHB4Zxzpat700pwbaLodyu4d//Bw0dr6+3HT54+2+hsbp3qslYMBqwUpTpPqQbBJQwMNwLOKwW0SAWcpZfHc/9sCkrzUn4zswpGBZ1InnNGjZfGnVdJQc1Fmtup+253Pr1x+B1O9JUy9q9ROTfudKNe1ADfJWRBumiBk /Fma5xkJasLkIYJqvWQRJUZWaoMZwJcO6k1VJRd0gkMPZW0AB3ibMor3fCRbb7m8GvvZjgvlT/S4Eb9t9rSQutZkYY4LXx63rNe9efi/7xhbfL9keWyqg1IdvtYXgtsSjyfFc64AmbEzBPKFPe9Y3ZBFWXGT7SdZJD7qTct2VTUUJU/QDn79f2Rs3EcErIXkoPILQcnCkAuJfd DEu+GB2QlWCoqJ0t39vv9kOxG4dvYtf1KyOoC7pLTfo9EPfJlr3t4tFjOGtpGL9EOIihGh+gDOkEDxNA1ukE/0a/gRXAcfAw+30aD1qLmOVpCMPgDuSTLkw==</latexit>
…
v(k 1)
<latexit sha1_base64= "lxSlalLWHZONzhqSkt9TyJtuBng=">AAACinicbV HRbtMwFHXDgK0b0LHHvVirkDYpVHE2kVW8TAMJHjd Et0ltqRznprPq2JHtFFVWvoVX+CT+Bjfrw9pxJEtH 55xrX9+bloIbG0V/W8GzrecvXm7vtHf3Xr1+09l/e 2NUpRkMmBJK36XUgOASBpZbAXelBlqkAm7T2aelfzs HbbiS3+2ihHFBp5LnnFHrpUnnYFRQe5/mbl7/cMez 9+SkxpNON+pFDfBTQlaki1a4muy3JqNMsaoAaZmgx gxJVNqxo9pyJqBujyoDJWUzOoWhp5IWYEKczXlpGj 52zU9q/M67Gc6V9kda3KiPqx0tjFkUaYjTwqeXvZt Nfyn+zxtWNj8fOy7LyoJkD4/llcBW4eVocMY1MCsW nlCmue8ds3uqKbN+gO1RBrkfctOSS0UFpfoJunbfv lzWLklCQs5C0o/q9eBUA8i15HlIktOwTzaCSlM5Xb szjuOQnEbhh6Ru+5WQzQU8JTdxj0Q9cn3WvbhcLWc bHaIjdIwIStAF+oqu0AAxtEC/0G/0J9gL4qAffHyI Bq1VzQFaQ/D5H6Ofw7Y=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64= "lxSlalLWHZONzhqSkt9TyJtuBng=">AAACinicbV HRbtMwFHXDgK0b0LHHvVirkDYpVHE2kVW8TAMJHjd Et0ltqRznprPq2JHtFFVWvoVX+CT+Bjfrw9pxJEtH 55xrX9+bloIbG0V/W8GzrecvXm7vtHf3Xr1+09l/e 2NUpRkMmBJK36XUgOASBpZbAXelBlqkAm7T2aelfzs HbbiS3+2ihHFBp5LnnFHrpUnnYFRQe5/mbl7/cMez 9+SkxpNON+pFDfBTQlaki1a4muy3JqNMsaoAaZmgx gxJVNqxo9pyJqBujyoDJWUzOoWhp5IWYEKczXlpGj 52zU9q/M67Gc6V9kda3KiPqx0tjFkUaYjTwqeXvZt Nfyn+zxtWNj8fOy7LyoJkD4/llcBW4eVocMY1MCsW nlCmue8ds3uqKbN+gO1RBrkfctOSS0UFpfoJunbfv lzWLklCQs5C0o/q9eBUA8i15HlIktOwTzaCSlM5Xb szjuOQnEbhh6Ru+5WQzQU8JTdxj0Q9cn3WvbhcLWc bHaIjdIwIStAF+oqu0AAxtEC/0G/0J9gL4qAffHyI Bq1VzQFaQ/D5H6Ofw7Y=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64= "lxSlalLWHZONzhqSkt9TyJtuBng=">AAACinicbV HRbtMwFHXDgK0b0LHHvVirkDYpVHE2kVW8TAMJHjd Et0ltqRznprPq2JHtFFVWvoVX+CT+Bjfrw9pxJEtH 55xrX9+bloIbG0V/W8GzrecvXm7vtHf3Xr1+09l/e 2NUpRkMmBJK36XUgOASBpZbAXelBlqkAm7T2aelfzs HbbiS3+2ihHFBp5LnnFHrpUnnYFRQe5/mbl7/cMez 9+SkxpNON+pFDfBTQlaki1a4muy3JqNMsaoAaZmgx gxJVNqxo9pyJqBujyoDJWUzOoWhp5IWYEKczXlpGj 52zU9q/M67Gc6V9kda3KiPqx0tjFkUaYjTwqeXvZt Nfyn+zxtWNj8fOy7LyoJkD4/llcBW4eVocMY1MCsW nlCmue8ds3uqKbN+gO1RBrkfctOSS0UFpfoJunbfv lzWLklCQs5C0o/q9eBUA8i15HlIktOwTzaCSlM5Xb szjuOQnEbhh6Ru+5WQzQU8JTdxj0Q9cn3WvbhcLWc bHaIjdIwIStAF+oqu0AAxtEC/0G/0J9gL4qAffHyI Bq1VzQFaQ/D5H6Ofw7Y=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64= "lxSlalLWHZONzhqSkt9TyJtuBng=">AAACinicbV HRbtMwFHXDgK0b0LHHvVirkDYpVHE2kVW8TAMJHjd Et0ltqRznprPq2JHtFFVWvoVX+CT+Bjfrw9pxJEtH 55xrX9+bloIbG0V/W8GzrecvXm7vtHf3Xr1+09l/e 2NUpRkMmBJK36XUgOASBpZbAXelBlqkAm7T2aelfzs HbbiS3+2ihHFBp5LnnFHrpUnnYFRQe5/mbl7/cMez 9+SkxpNON+pFDfBTQlaki1a4muy3JqNMsaoAaZmgx gxJVNqxo9pyJqBujyoDJWUzOoWhp5IWYEKczXlpGj 52zU9q/M67Gc6V9kda3KiPqx0tjFkUaYjTwqeXvZt Nfyn+zxtWNj8fOy7LyoJkD4/llcBW4eVocMY1MCsW nlCmue8ds3uqKbN+gO1RBrkfctOSS0UFpfoJunbfv lzWLklCQs5C0o/q9eBUA8i15HlIktOwTzaCSlM5Xb szjuOQnEbhh6Ru+5WQzQU8JTdxj0Q9cn3WvbhcLWc bHaIjdIwIStAF+oqu0AAxtEC/0G/0J9gL4qAffHyI Bq1VzQFaQ/D5H6Ofw7Y=</latexit> Eq. (6) Eq. (7) Eq. (8)
u(k)
<latexit sha1_base64="VFLbgRZvWcx+OiqCiXSq 4EGZHzA=">AAACh3icbVHBThsxFHS2LYW0lKQ99mI1qkSlVboOiE1uFA7tkVYNICUh8nrfBitee2V7U0XW/ kmv5Z/4G5wlhyYwkqXRzDz7+b2kENzYKLpvBC9evtp5vbvXfPN2/91Bq/3+0qhSMxgyJZS+TqgBwSUMLbcC rgsNNE8EXCXz85V/tQBtuJK/7bKASU5nkmecUeulaas1zqm9TTJXVjfucP6lmrY6UTeqgZ8SsiYdtMbFtN 2YjlPFyhykZYIaMyJRYSeOasuZgKo5Lg0UlM3pDEaeSpqDCXG64IWp+cTV36jwZ++mOFPaH2lxrf5f7Whuz DJPQpzkPr1q3Gz7K/E5b1TarD9xXBalBckeH8tKga3Cq7nglGtgViw9oUxz3ztmt1RTZv30muMUMj/huiWX iBIK9Qd05X59P6tcHIeEHIdkEFWbwZkGkBvJfkjio3BAtoJKUznbuLPX64XkKApP4qrpV0K2F/CUXPa6JOq Sn8ed07P1cnbRR/QJHSKCYnSKfqALNEQMLdBf9A/dBXvB1+Ak6D9Gg8a65gPaQPDtARijwxk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VFLbgRZvWcx+OiqCiXSq 4EGZHzA=">AAACh3icbVHBThsxFHS2LYW0lKQ99mI1qkSlVboOiE1uFA7tkVYNICUh8nrfBitee2V7U0XW/ kmv5Z/4G5wlhyYwkqXRzDz7+b2kENzYKLpvBC9evtp5vbvXfPN2/91Bq/3+0qhSMxgyJZS+TqgBwSUMLbcC rgsNNE8EXCXz85V/tQBtuJK/7bKASU5nkmecUeulaas1zqm9TTJXVjfucP6lmrY6UTeqgZ8SsiYdtMbFtN 2YjlPFyhykZYIaMyJRYSeOasuZgKo5Lg0UlM3pDEaeSpqDCXG64IWp+cTV36jwZ++mOFPaH2lxrf5f7Whuz DJPQpzkPr1q3Gz7K/E5b1TarD9xXBalBckeH8tKga3Cq7nglGtgViw9oUxz3ztmt1RTZv30muMUMj/huiWX iBIK9Qd05X59P6tcHIeEHIdkEFWbwZkGkBvJfkjio3BAtoJKUznbuLPX64XkKApP4qrpV0K2F/CUXPa6JOq Sn8ed07P1cnbRR/QJHSKCYnSKfqALNEQMLdBf9A/dBXvB1+Ak6D9Gg8a65gPaQPDtARijwxk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VFLbgRZvWcx+OiqCiXSq 4EGZHzA=">AAACh3icbVHBThsxFHS2LYW0lKQ99mI1qkSlVboOiE1uFA7tkVYNICUh8nrfBitee2V7U0XW/ kmv5Z/4G5wlhyYwkqXRzDz7+b2kENzYKLpvBC9evtp5vbvXfPN2/91Bq/3+0qhSMxgyJZS+TqgBwSUMLbcC rgsNNE8EXCXz85V/tQBtuJK/7bKASU5nkmecUeulaas1zqm9TTJXVjfucP6lmrY6UTeqgZ8SsiYdtMbFtN 2YjlPFyhykZYIaMyJRYSeOasuZgKo5Lg0UlM3pDEaeSpqDCXG64IWp+cTV36jwZ++mOFPaH2lxrf5f7Whuz DJPQpzkPr1q3Gz7K/E5b1TarD9xXBalBckeH8tKga3Cq7nglGtgViw9oUxz3ztmt1RTZv30muMUMj/huiWX iBIK9Qd05X59P6tcHIeEHIdkEFWbwZkGkBvJfkjio3BAtoJKUznbuLPX64XkKApP4qrpV0K2F/CUXPa6JOq Sn8ed07P1cnbRR/QJHSKCYnSKfqALNEQMLdBf9A/dBXvB1+Ak6D9Gg8a65gPaQPDtARijwxk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VFLbgRZvWcx+OiqCiXSq 4EGZHzA=">AAACh3icbVHBThsxFHS2LYW0lKQ99mI1qkSlVboOiE1uFA7tkVYNICUh8nrfBitee2V7U0XW/ kmv5Z/4G5wlhyYwkqXRzDz7+b2kENzYKLpvBC9evtp5vbvXfPN2/91Bq/3+0qhSMxgyJZS+TqgBwSUMLbcC rgsNNE8EXCXz85V/tQBtuJK/7bKASU5nkmecUeulaas1zqm9TTJXVjfucP6lmrY6UTeqgZ8SsiYdtMbFtN 2YjlPFyhykZYIaMyJRYSeOasuZgKo5Lg0UlM3pDEaeSpqDCXG64IWp+cTV36jwZ++mOFPaH2lxrf5f7Whuz DJPQpzkPr1q3Gz7K/E5b1TarD9xXBalBckeH8tKga3Cq7nglGtgViw9oUxz3ztmt1RTZv30muMUMj/huiWX iBIK9Qd05X59P6tcHIeEHIdkEFWbwZkGkBvJfkjio3BAtoJKUznbuLPX64XkKApP4qrpV0K2F/CUXPa6JOq Sn8ed07P1cnbRR/QJHSKCYnSKfqALNEQMLdBf9A/dBXvB1+Ak6D9Gg8a65gPaQPDtARijwxk=</latexit> v(k)
<latexit sha1_base64="BFx23y+aXZJwQPYcB/z/aoQXWiw=">AAACiHicbVHLbhMxFHWGVxleCSzZWER IRRpFdloxza4KC1gWRNpKSYg8njupFY89sj2pIms+hS18E3+DM82CpBzJ0tE559rX92aVFNYR8qcTPXj46PGTo6fxs+cvXr7q9l5fWl0bDhOupTbXGbMghYKJE07CdWWAlZmEq2z1aetfrcFYodV3t6lgXrKlEoXgzAV p0e3NSuZussKvmx/+ePWhwYtunwxIC3yf0B3pox0uFr3OYpZrXpegHJfM2ikllZt7ZpzgEpp4VluoGF+xJUwDVawEm+B8LSrb8rlv/9Hg98HNcaFNOMrhVv232rPS2k2ZJTgrQ3rbuT30t+L/vGntirO5F6qqHSh+91h RS+w03g4G58IAd3ITCONGhN4xv2GGcRfGF89yKMKI25Z8Jmuo9C2Yxn/7PG58miaUniZ0RJr94NIAqL3kWULTk2RED4LaMLXcu3M4HCb0hCQf0yYOK6GHC7hPLocDSgb062n/fLxbzhF6i96hY0RRis7RF3SBJoijW/QT /UK/ozgiURqN7qJRZ1fzBu0hGv8FiPnDRA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BFx23y+aXZJwQPYcB/z/aoQXWiw=">AAACiHicbVHLbhMxFHWGVxleCSzZWER IRRpFdloxza4KC1gWRNpKSYg8njupFY89sj2pIms+hS18E3+DM82CpBzJ0tE559rX92aVFNYR8qcTPXj46PGTo6fxs+cvXr7q9l5fWl0bDhOupTbXGbMghYKJE07CdWWAlZmEq2z1aetfrcFYodV3t6lgXrKlEoXgzAV p0e3NSuZussKvmx/+ePWhwYtunwxIC3yf0B3pox0uFr3OYpZrXpegHJfM2ikllZt7ZpzgEpp4VluoGF+xJUwDVawEm+B8LSrb8rlv/9Hg98HNcaFNOMrhVv232rPS2k2ZJTgrQ3rbuT30t+L/vGntirO5F6qqHSh+91h RS+w03g4G58IAd3ITCONGhN4xv2GGcRfGF89yKMKI25Z8Jmuo9C2Yxn/7PG58miaUniZ0RJr94NIAqL3kWULTk2RED4LaMLXcu3M4HCb0hCQf0yYOK6GHC7hPLocDSgb062n/fLxbzhF6i96hY0RRis7RF3SBJoijW/QT /UK/ozgiURqN7qJRZ1fzBu0hGv8FiPnDRA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BFx23y+aXZJwQPYcB/z/aoQXWiw=">AAACiHicbVHLbhMxFHWGVxleCSzZWER IRRpFdloxza4KC1gWRNpKSYg8njupFY89sj2pIms+hS18E3+DM82CpBzJ0tE559rX92aVFNYR8qcTPXj46PGTo6fxs+cvXr7q9l5fWl0bDhOupTbXGbMghYKJE07CdWWAlZmEq2z1aetfrcFYodV3t6lgXrKlEoXgzAV p0e3NSuZussKvmx/+ePWhwYtunwxIC3yf0B3pox0uFr3OYpZrXpegHJfM2ikllZt7ZpzgEpp4VluoGF+xJUwDVawEm+B8LSrb8rlv/9Hg98HNcaFNOMrhVv232rPS2k2ZJTgrQ3rbuT30t+L/vGntirO5F6qqHSh+91h RS+w03g4G58IAd3ITCONGhN4xv2GGcRfGF89yKMKI25Z8Jmuo9C2Yxn/7PG58miaUniZ0RJr94NIAqL3kWULTk2RED4LaMLXcu3M4HCb0hCQf0yYOK6GHC7hPLocDSgb062n/fLxbzhF6i96hY0RRis7RF3SBJoijW/QT /UK/ozgiURqN7qJRZ1fzBu0hGv8FiPnDRA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BFx23y+aXZJwQPYcB/z/aoQXWiw=">AAACiHicbVHLbhMxFHWGVxleCSzZWER IRRpFdloxza4KC1gWRNpKSYg8njupFY89sj2pIms+hS18E3+DM82CpBzJ0tE559rX92aVFNYR8qcTPXj46PGTo6fxs+cvXr7q9l5fWl0bDhOupTbXGbMghYKJE07CdWWAlZmEq2z1aetfrcFYodV3t6lgXrKlEoXgzAV p0e3NSuZussKvmx/+ePWhwYtunwxIC3yf0B3pox0uFr3OYpZrXpegHJfM2ikllZt7ZpzgEpp4VluoGF+xJUwDVawEm+B8LSrb8rlv/9Hg98HNcaFNOMrhVv232rPS2k2ZJTgrQ3rbuT30t+L/vGntirO5F6qqHSh+91h RS+w03g4G58IAd3ITCONGhN4xv2GGcRfGF89yKMKI25Z8Jmuo9C2Yxn/7PG58miaUniZ0RJr94NIAqL3kWULTk2RED4LaMLXcu3M4HCb0hCQf0yYOK6GHC7hPLocDSgb062n/fLxbzhF6i96hY0RRis7RF3SBJoijW/QT /UK/ozgiURqN7qJRZ1fzBu0hGv8FiPnDRA==</latexit>
w(k)
<latexit sha1_base64="cAnoSM8MO7QbVuNYo5OvNnKIqdY=">AAACh3icbVHLThsxFHWmLY/0QWiXbKx Glag0SscBMWFHYQFLWjWAlKSRx3MnWPHYI9sTFFnzJ92Wf+JvcIYsSOBIlo7OOde+vjcpBDc2ih4awZu37zY2t7ab7z98/LTT2v18ZVSpGfSZEkrfJNSA4BL6llsBN4UGmicCrpPp2cK/noE2XMk/dl7AKKcTyTPOqPX SuNUa5tTeJpm7q/66/en3atxqR52oBn5JyJK00RKX493GeJgqVuYgLRPUmAGJCjtyVFvOBFTNYWmgoGxKJzDwVNIcTIjTGS9MzUeu/kaFv3k3xZnS/kiLa/V5taO5MfM8CXGS+/SicbPuL8TXvEFps97IcVmUFiR7eiw rBbYKL+aCU66BWTH3hDLNfe+Y3VJNmfXTaw5TyPyE65ZcIkoo1B3oyv0+P61cHIeEHIbkOKpWgxMNIFeSvZDEB+ExWQsqTeVk5c5utxuSgyg8iqumXwlZX8BLctXtkKhDfh22T06Xy9lCe+gr2kcExegEXaBL1EcMzdA/ 9B/dB9vBj+Ao6D1Fg8ay5gtaQfDzERzVwxs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cAnoSM8MO7QbVuNYo5OvNnKIqdY=">AAACh3icbVHLThsxFHWmLY/0QWiXbKx Glag0SscBMWFHYQFLWjWAlKSRx3MnWPHYI9sTFFnzJ92Wf+JvcIYsSOBIlo7OOde+vjcpBDc2ih4awZu37zY2t7ab7z98/LTT2v18ZVSpGfSZEkrfJNSA4BL6llsBN4UGmicCrpPp2cK/noE2XMk/dl7AKKcTyTPOqPX SuNUa5tTeJpm7q/66/en3atxqR52oBn5JyJK00RKX493GeJgqVuYgLRPUmAGJCjtyVFvOBFTNYWmgoGxKJzDwVNIcTIjTGS9MzUeu/kaFv3k3xZnS/kiLa/V5taO5MfM8CXGS+/SicbPuL8TXvEFps97IcVmUFiR7eiw rBbYKL+aCU66BWTH3hDLNfe+Y3VJNmfXTaw5TyPyE65ZcIkoo1B3oyv0+P61cHIeEHIbkOKpWgxMNIFeSvZDEB+ExWQsqTeVk5c5utxuSgyg8iqumXwlZX8BLctXtkKhDfh22T06Xy9lCe+gr2kcExegEXaBL1EcMzdA/ 9B/dB9vBj+Ao6D1Fg8ay5gtaQfDzERzVwxs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cAnoSM8MO7QbVuNYo5OvNnKIqdY=">AAACh3icbVHLThsxFHWmLY/0QWiXbKx Glag0SscBMWFHYQFLWjWAlKSRx3MnWPHYI9sTFFnzJ92Wf+JvcIYsSOBIlo7OOde+vjcpBDc2ih4awZu37zY2t7ab7z98/LTT2v18ZVSpGfSZEkrfJNSA4BL6llsBN4UGmicCrpPp2cK/noE2XMk/dl7AKKcTyTPOqPX SuNUa5tTeJpm7q/66/en3atxqR52oBn5JyJK00RKX493GeJgqVuYgLRPUmAGJCjtyVFvOBFTNYWmgoGxKJzDwVNIcTIjTGS9MzUeu/kaFv3k3xZnS/kiLa/V5taO5MfM8CXGS+/SicbPuL8TXvEFps97IcVmUFiR7eiw rBbYKL+aCU66BWTH3hDLNfe+Y3VJNmfXTaw5TyPyE65ZcIkoo1B3oyv0+P61cHIeEHIbkOKpWgxMNIFeSvZDEB+ExWQsqTeVk5c5utxuSgyg8iqumXwlZX8BLctXtkKhDfh22T06Xy9lCe+gr2kcExegEXaBL1EcMzdA/ 9B/dB9vBj+Ao6D1Fg8ay5gtaQfDzERzVwxs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cAnoSM8MO7QbVuNYo5OvNnKIqdY=">AAACh3icbVHLThsxFHWmLY/0QWiXbKx Glag0SscBMWFHYQFLWjWAlKSRx3MnWPHYI9sTFFnzJ92Wf+JvcIYsSOBIlo7OOde+vjcpBDc2ih4awZu37zY2t7ab7z98/LTT2v18ZVSpGfSZEkrfJNSA4BL6llsBN4UGmicCrpPp2cK/noE2XMk/dl7AKKcTyTPOqPX SuNUa5tTeJpm7q/66/en3atxqR52oBn5JyJK00RKX493GeJgqVuYgLRPUmAGJCjtyVFvOBFTNYWmgoGxKJzDwVNIcTIjTGS9MzUeu/kaFv3k3xZnS/kiLa/V5taO5MfM8CXGS+/SicbPuL8TXvEFps97IcVmUFiR7eiw rBbYKL+aCU66BWTH3hDLNfe+Y3VJNmfXTaw5TyPyE65ZcIkoo1B3oyv0+P61cHIeEHIbkOKpWgxMNIFeSvZDEB+ExWQsqTeVk5c5utxuSgyg8iqumXwlZX8BLctXtkKhDfh22T06Xy9lCe+gr2kcExegEXaBL1EcMzdA/ 9B/dB9vBj+Ao6D1Fg8ay5gtaQfDzERzVwxs=</latexit>
H
<latexit sha1_base64="ULiIXIl8S7 XzntfBWBEw+S/rdKs=">AAACf3icbVFNTxsxEHW2LR+B8tUjF6sRKodVZAfEkh uiBzgCIoCaRJHXO5tYeO2V7QVFq/0Xvbb/i3+Ds+RAAk+y9DTvzfhpJs6lsI6Ql 0bw5eu3ldW19ebG5vet7Z3dvTurC8Ohx7XU5iFmFqRQ0HPCSXjIDbAslnAfP/6 e6fdPYKzQ6tZNcxhmbKxEKjhzvvRnkDE3idPyshrttEib1MAfCZ2TFprjarTbGA 0SzYsMlOOSWdunJHfDkhknuISqOSgs5Iw/sjH0PVUsAxvi5EnktubDso5f4QOvJ jjVxj/lcF19312yzNppFoc4zrx7Ftku67PiZ1q/cOnpsBQqLxwo/vZZWkjsNJ7 tAyfCAHdy6gnjRvjsmE+YYdz5rTUHCaR+s3WkMpYF5PoZTFXeXJxXZRSFlB6HtE uqRePYAKgF52lIo6OwS5eM2jA1XpjZ6XRCekTCk6hq+pPQ5QN8JHedNiVten3c OjufH2cN7aOf6BBRFKEzdImuUA9xpNBf9A/9DxrBr6AdkDdr0Jj3/EALCLqv6Mj AbQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ULiIXIl8S7 XzntfBWBEw+S/rdKs=">AAACf3icbVFNTxsxEHW2LR+B8tUjF6sRKodVZAfEkh uiBzgCIoCaRJHXO5tYeO2V7QVFq/0Xvbb/i3+Ds+RAAk+y9DTvzfhpJs6lsI6Ql 0bw5eu3ldW19ebG5vet7Z3dvTurC8Ohx7XU5iFmFqRQ0HPCSXjIDbAslnAfP/6 e6fdPYKzQ6tZNcxhmbKxEKjhzvvRnkDE3idPyshrttEib1MAfCZ2TFprjarTbGA 0SzYsMlOOSWdunJHfDkhknuISqOSgs5Iw/sjH0PVUsAxvi5EnktubDso5f4QOvJ jjVxj/lcF19312yzNppFoc4zrx7Ftku67PiZ1q/cOnpsBQqLxwo/vZZWkjsNJ7 tAyfCAHdy6gnjRvjsmE+YYdz5rTUHCaR+s3WkMpYF5PoZTFXeXJxXZRSFlB6HtE uqRePYAKgF52lIo6OwS5eM2jA1XpjZ6XRCekTCk6hq+pPQ5QN8JHedNiVten3c OjufH2cN7aOf6BBRFKEzdImuUA9xpNBf9A/9DxrBr6AdkDdr0Jj3/EALCLqv6Mj AbQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ULiIXIl8S7 XzntfBWBEw+S/rdKs=">AAACf3icbVFNTxsxEHW2LR+B8tUjF6sRKodVZAfEkh uiBzgCIoCaRJHXO5tYeO2V7QVFq/0Xvbb/i3+Ds+RAAk+y9DTvzfhpJs6lsI6Ql 0bw5eu3ldW19ebG5vet7Z3dvTurC8Ohx7XU5iFmFqRQ0HPCSXjIDbAslnAfP/6 e6fdPYKzQ6tZNcxhmbKxEKjhzvvRnkDE3idPyshrttEib1MAfCZ2TFprjarTbGA 0SzYsMlOOSWdunJHfDkhknuISqOSgs5Iw/sjH0PVUsAxvi5EnktubDso5f4QOvJ jjVxj/lcF19312yzNppFoc4zrx7Ftku67PiZ1q/cOnpsBQqLxwo/vZZWkjsNJ7 tAyfCAHdy6gnjRvjsmE+YYdz5rTUHCaR+s3WkMpYF5PoZTFXeXJxXZRSFlB6HtE uqRePYAKgF52lIo6OwS5eM2jA1XpjZ6XRCekTCk6hq+pPQ5QN8JHedNiVten3c OjufH2cN7aOf6BBRFKEzdImuUA9xpNBf9A/9DxrBr6AdkDdr0Jj3/EALCLqv6Mj AbQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ULiIXIl8S7 XzntfBWBEw+S/rdKs=">AAACf3icbVFNTxsxEHW2LR+B8tUjF6sRKodVZAfEkh uiBzgCIoCaRJHXO5tYeO2V7QVFq/0Xvbb/i3+Ds+RAAk+y9DTvzfhpJs6lsI6Ql 0bw5eu3ldW19ebG5vet7Z3dvTurC8Ohx7XU5iFmFqRQ0HPCSXjIDbAslnAfP/6 e6fdPYKzQ6tZNcxhmbKxEKjhzvvRnkDE3idPyshrttEib1MAfCZ2TFprjarTbGA 0SzYsMlOOSWdunJHfDkhknuISqOSgs5Iw/sjH0PVUsAxvi5EnktubDso5f4QOvJ jjVxj/lcF19312yzNppFoc4zrx7Ftku67PiZ1q/cOnpsBQqLxwo/vZZWkjsNJ7 tAyfCAHdy6gnjRvjsmE+YYdz5rTUHCaR+s3WkMpYF5PoZTFXeXJxXZRSFlB6HtE uqRePYAKgF52lIo6OwS5eM2jA1XpjZ6XRCekTCk6hq+pPQ5QN8JHedNiVten3c OjufH2cN7aOf6BBRFKEzdImuUA9xpNBf9A/9DxrBr6AdkDdr0Jj3/EALCLqv6Mj AbQ==</latexit>
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the proposed unfolded weighted minimum mean squared error (UWMMSE) algorithm. The input to the
layered structure is v(0) =
√
pmax 1 and the computed power allocation is given by the elementwise square of the output v(K). A generic
intermediate layer k is detailed. The five equations in (5)-(8) are represented by the yellow blocks and the dependence on intermediate
variables is made explicit in the flow diagram. The parameters θ(k)a and θ
(k)
b for all layers k are learned to minimize the loss `(Θ) in (9),
thus promoting a faster convergence than its classical WMMSE counterpart.
rithm is to reformulate (3) as
min
w,u,v
M∑
i=1
(wiei − logwi), (4)
st. ei = (1− uihiivi)2 + σ2u2i +
∑
i6=j
u2ih
2
ijv
2
j ,
v2i ≤ pmax, for all i,
where ei computes the mean-square error of the signal at
node i under the assumption that the transmitted signal xi is
independent from the noise ni [cf. (1)]. For simplicity, in (4)
we have focused on the sum-rate utility function (βi(z) = z
for all i). However, the developments here presented can be
extended to more general utilities βi; see Remark 1.
We say that (4) is equivalent to (3) because it can be
shown [14, Thm. 3] that the optimal solution {w∗,u∗,v∗} of
the former and that of the latter p∗ are related as
√
p∗ = v∗,
where the square root is applied elementwise. Hence, if we
obtain a optimal solution to the (non-convex) problem in (4),
this would immediately translate into a optimal solution to
our problem of interest (3). Additionally, the structure in (4)
is amenable to a block-coordinate descent solution, since the
objective is convex in each of the three variables when the
other two are fixed. Indeed, there exist closed-form expressions
for these coordinate descent steps. Our unfolding architecture
is inspired by these iteratively applied closed-form solutions,
which we augment with learnable parameters.
We propose to compute the allocated power as a function
of the channel state matrix p = Φ(H; Θ) through a layered
architecture Φ with trainable weights Θ. More precisely,
setting v(0) =
√
pmax 1, we have that for layers k = 1, . . . ,K,
a(k) = Ψ(H;θ(k)a ), b
(k) = Ψ(H;θ
(k)
b ), (5)
u
(k)
i =
hiiv
(k−1)
i
σ2 +
∑
j h
2
ijv
(k−1)
j v
(k−1)
j
, for all i, (6)
w
(k)
i =
a
(k)
i
1− u(k)i hiiv(k−1)i
+ b
(k)
i , for all i, (7)
v
(k)
i = α
(
u
(k)
i hiiw
(k)
i∑
j h
2
jiu
(k)
j u
(k)
j w
(k)
j
)
, for all i, (8)
and the output power is determined as p = Φ(H; Θ) =
(v(K))2, where the square is applied elementwise. The non-
linear function α(z) := [z]
√
pmax
0 in (8) simply ensures that
v
(k)
i ∈ [0,
√
pmax] by saturating the right-hand side of (8)
at these extreme values. This guarantees that the constraint
in (3) is satisfied. The trainable parameters Θ are given by
the concatenation of θ(k)a and θ
(k)
b in (5) for all layers, i.e.,
Θ = [θ(1)a ,θ
(1)
b , . . . ,θ
(K)
a ,θ
(K)
b ]. Finally, the functions Ψ
parametrized by Θ in (5) are chosen to be graph neural
networks, as further discussed in Section III-A. A schematic
view of our proposed layered architecture is presented in
Fig. 1.
To better understand the mechanics of the proposed layered
architecture, notice that each layer k as described in (5)-(8)
is characterized by five vectors a(k),b(k),u(k),w(k),v(k) ∈
RM . If we set a(k) = 1 and b(k) = 0, then expressions (6)-(8)
correspond to the closed-form solutions of a block-coordinate
algorithm designed to solve (4) [14]. Putting it differently, for
these values of a(k) and b(k), our proposed architecture boils
down to the classical WMMSE truncated to K iterations. In
this setting, u(k) and v(k) represent receiver and transmitter
side variables, respectively, in the sense that u(k)i depends
exclusively on the channel states into receiver r(i) whereas
v
(k)
i depends exclusively on the channel states out of transmit-
5ter i. Moreover, upon convergence, these represent measures
of the strength of signals at the receiver and transmitter for
our single-input single-output (SISO) system. Their equivalent
variables in the MIMO case would correspond to receiver and
transmitter-side beamformers; see [14] for additional details.
Notice also that the update of w(k) in (7) is local in the sense
that w(k)i only depends on the ith entries of the other vectors
of interest and the channel state hii between transmitter i and
its intended receiver r(i).
In spite of being the default algorithm for optimal power
allocation, WMMSE entails high computational and time
complexity. This complexity arises because WMMSE requires
many iterations of the updates (6)-(8) for convergence. Hence,
the objective of the newly introduced variables a(k) and b(k)
is to accelerate this convergence while maintaining a good
performance. Intuitively, if we learn a smarter update rule for
w(k) that accelerates its convergence, we can achieve good
performance with only a few iterations of WMMSE. In this
sense, our proposed architecture is an unfolded version of the
classical algorithm. Notice that additional learning parameters
and more sophisticated functional forms could be included
in the updates (6)-(8). However, the simple learned affine
transformation proposed in (7) achieves good performance in
practice (see Section IV) while being simple to implement.
Under the natural assumption that the weights a(k) and b(k)
should depend on the channel state H, we advocate a learning-
based method where this dependence is made explicit via the
parametric functions Ψ in (5). For fixed parameters Θ, the
allocated power for a channel state H is given by Φ(H; Θ) and
results in a sum-rate utility of
∑M
i=1 ci(Φ(H; Θ),H); [cf. (3)
for βi(z) = z]. Hence, we define the loss function
`(Θ) = −EH∼H
[
M∑
i=1
ci(Φ(H; Θ),H)
]
. (9)
Even if H is known, minimizing `(Θ) with respect to Θ
entails solving a non-convex optimization problem. Under the
assumption that the function Ψ(· ;θ) in (5) is differentiable
with respect to θ and leveraging the fact that we have access
to samples of H (cf. Section II), we seek to minimize (9)
through stochastic gradient descent. It should be noted that,
unlike [23] and in accordance with some recent works [25],
[26], UWMMSE is an unsupervised method since it requires
access to samples of the channel state matrices H but does
not require access to the optimal power allocations (labels)
associated with those channels.
Remark 1 (Different utility functions) Our proposed
UWMMSE is well suited to solve the optimal power
allocation problem for objective functions that go
beyond the sum-rate utility. Adopting the notation of
a generic utility βi in (3), UWMMSE can be adapted
to this more encompassing setting by incorporating two
changes. First, the loss function in (9) must be updated to
`(Θ) = −EH∼H
[∑M
i=1 βi(ci(Φ(H; Θ),H))
]
. Second, and
more noteworthy, we must adapt the unfolded architecture
to correspond to the WMMSE solution of the modified
utility problem. This is unlike state-of-the-art methods [23],
[25], [26] where the architecture is unaffected by the utility
at hand, thus indicating a limited incorporation of domain
knowledge. More precisely, defining the scalar functions
γi(z) = −βi(− log(z)), the update in (7) must be changed to
w
(k)
i = γ
′
i(1− u(k)i hiiv(k−1)i ) a(k)i + b(k)i , (10)
where γ′ = dγdz , while the remaining equations in (5)-(8) are
left unaltered. Two observations are in order. First, for the
specific case of sum-rate utility, we have that βi(z) = z. This
implies that γi(z) = log(z) and it becomes apparent that (7) is
recovered from (10). Second, one can leverage [14, Thm. 2] to
show that the optimal power allocation is a fixed point of our
modified iteration for a(k)i = 1, b
(k)
i = 0 under the condition
that γi(z) is strictly concave for z > 0. The empirical effect
of the modification in (10) is studied in Section IV-C.
A. Graph neural networks: Permutation equivariance
Thus far, we have been purposely nonspecific in the def-
inition of the parametric function Ψ(· ;θ) in (5) in order to
highlight the generality of the proposed unfolded algorithm.
We have only identified differentiability with respect to θ as a
requirement to minimize (9) via stochastic gradient descent. In
this section, we further winnow the set of candidate functions
Ψ by requiring permutation equivariance. As will become
apparent, graph neural networks (GNNs) arise as natural
candidates for the function Ψ. GNNs are the natural extensions
of convolutional neural networks to graph domains, where the
architectures are appropriate to exploit non-Euclidean data.
In a nutshell, the classical convolutional layers are replaced
by (banks of) graph filters [52] that describe learnable local
aggregation operations.
We introduce a formal definition for permutation equivari-
ance. Consider the set F of all functions f : RM×M → RM
and a generic permutation matrix Π ∈ {0, 1}M×M .
Definition 1 A function f ∈ F is permutation equivariant if
f(ΠHΠ>) = Πf(H) for all matrices H and all permuta-
tions Π.
Intuitively, if we permute the labels of the nodes in our net-
work before computing the permutation equivariant function f ,
the individual output values are not changed but only permuted
by this same permutation. Notice that this is specially relevant
in our context since the node indexing is arbitrary and should
not play any role in the determination of the optimal power
allocation.
Naturally, the choice of Ψ in (5) affects the permutation
equivariance of our proposed method, as we state next.
Proposition 1 If Ψ(· ;θ) in (5) is permutation equivariant
then the UWMMSE method Φ(· ; Θ) is also permutation
equivariant.
Proof: Denote by v(k) = Φk(H,v(k−1);θ(k)) the output
of the kth layer of the UWMMSE architecture in (5)-(8).
Also, denote by H˜ = ΠHΠ> and v˜(k−1) = Πv(k−1)
arbitrary permuted versions of the channel matrix and the
6input to the kth layer. We are first going to establish that
Φk(H˜, v˜
(k−1);θ(k)) = Πv(k). From the permutation equiv-
ariance of Ψ we have that a˜(k) = Ψ(H˜;θ(k)a ) = Πa
(k) and,
similarly, b˜(k) = Πb(k). Denoting by pi(i) the new index of
node i upon permutation Π, it follows from (6) that
u˜
(k)
i =
h˜iiv˜
(k−1)
i
σ2 +
∑
j h˜
2
ij v˜
(k−1)
j v˜
(k−1)
j
=
hpi(i)pi(i)v
(k−1)
pi(i)
σ2 +
∑
j h
2
pi(i)pi(j)v
(k−1)
pi(j) v
(k−1)
pi(j)
= u
(k)
pi(i),
which, in vector form, equates to u˜(k) = Πu(k). Similarly,
from (7) and (8) it follows that w˜(k) = Πw(k) and v˜(k) =
Φk(H˜, v˜
(k−1);θ(k)) = Πv(k), as wanted.
We are now going to leverage this to show that Φ(· ; Θ)
is equivariant. Consider the case where K = 1. From the
definition of Φ(· ; Θ) we obtain that
Φ(H˜; Θ) = Φ1(H˜,v
(0);θ(1)) = Φ1(H˜,Πv
(0);θ(1))
= ΠΦ1(H,v
(0);θ(1)) = ΠΦ(H; Θ),
where the second equality follows from the fact that v(0) is
a constant vector and the third equality is a special case of
the identity previously established for k = 1. This shows
that a single layer UWMMSE is permutation equivariant. That
permutation equivariance holds for K > 1 can be shown via
a simple induction argument here omitted.
Having established that permutation equivariance is a desir-
able property for UWMMSE and guided by Proposition 1, we
proceed to specify a particular Ψ. Inspired by the simplicity
of graph convolutional networks in [42], we propose the
following function
Ψ(H;θ) = α2 (diag(H) Zω21 + H Zω22) , (11)
Z = α1
(
diag(H) 1ω>11 + H 1ω
>
12
)
, (12)
where ω11,ω12,ω21,ω22 ∈ RF for some predefined number
of hidden features F , θ = [ω>11,ω
>
12,ω
>
21,ω
>
22]
>, α1 is the
rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation function and α2 is the
sigmoid activation function. The proposed function satisfies
our desired property, as stated next.
Proposition 2 Function Ψ(· ;θ) in (11) is permutation equiv-
ariant.
Proof: Notice that
α1
(
diag(ΠHΠ>) 1ω>11 + ΠHΠ
> 1ω>12
)
=
α1
(
Πdiag(H) 1ω>11 + ΠH 1ω
>
12
)
= ΠZ,
where we have used the facts that diag(ΠHΠ>) =
Πdiag(H)Π> and Π>1 = 1. Replacing this in (11) we have
that
Ψ(ΠHΠ>;θ)
= α2
(
diag(ΠHΠ>) ΠZω21 + ΠHΠ>ΠZω22
)
= α2 (Πdiag(H) Zω21 + ΠHZω22) = ΠΨ(H;θ),
as wanted.
From the combination of Propositions 1 and 2 it im-
mediately follows that the proposed UWMMSE is permu-
tation equivariant. Importantly, the modular description of
UWMMSE put forth in (5)-(8) allows the practitioner to
choose their preferred GNN in defining Ψ. Moreover, Proposi-
tion 1 guarantees that, as long as the chosen Ψ is permutation
equivariant, this desirable feature will permeate to UWMMSE.
Henceforth, we adopt Ψ as in (11) with the exception of
Section IV-B where the performance of different choices of
Ψ is compared.
Remark 2 (Incorporating node features) GNNs are well
suited to leverage the structure of a given graph to process
values defined on its nodes, often referred to as node fea-
tures or graph signals [42], [53]. However, in our proposed
implementation [cf. (5) and (11)], there are no node features
involved. In the presence of node features, our proposed frame-
work can be easily enriched to encompass this information.
More precisely, collecting F ′ node features in the matrix
Q ∈ RN×F ′ where qif stores the values of feature f at node
i, we may consider functions of the type Ψ(H,Q;θ) in (5).
In particular, we still propose the GNN in (11) replacing 1
in (12) by Q and resizing the parameter matrices accordingly.
The theory discussed in this section still holds, where the
modified notion of permutation equivariance boils down to
Φ(ΠHΠ>,ΠQ; Θ) = ΠΦ(H,Q; Θ). Examples of node
features in the context of power allocation include relative
node weights in the determination of a weighted sum-rate
utility, queue lengths, traffic rates, and topological features of
the underlying graph; see Section IV-C for an implementation
of this enriched setup.
B. UWMMSE convergence: A necessary condition
To further study the proposed method, we analyze its
behavior as the number of layers K grows. Intuitively, since
the optimal power allocation is a fixed point of the classical
WMMSE iteration [14], one would expect deeper layers of the
UWMMSE to more closely resemble its classical counterpart.
To formalize this intuition, let us introduce the following
notation. For any given channel state H, let us define the
optimal power allocation, i.e., the solution to (3), as p∗.
Accordingly, we define v∗i =
√
p∗i , u
∗
i as given by (6) when
v(k−1) is replaced by v∗, and w∗i = (u
∗
i hiiv
∗
i )
−1. Also, for
simplicity we consider the case where a(k) = 1 for all k and
study the convergence of b(k). With this notation in place, the
following result can be shown.
Theorem 1 Consider a UWMMSE architecture (5)-(8) of in-
finite depth with a(k) = 1 for all k. If v(k) → √p∗ uniformly
as k → ∞ then, for all i such that 0 < p∗i < pmax, it must
hold that∑
j 6=i
h2ji(u
∗
j )
2(w∗i b
(k)
j − w∗j b(k)i )→ 0 as k →∞. (13)
Proof: Since v(k) → √p∗ = v∗ uniformly, for all η > 0
there must exist a layer index K1 such that for all k > K1,
v
(k−1)
i = v
∗
i + i and v
(k)
i = v
∗
i + 
′
i where |i| < η and
7|′i| < η for all i. Resorting to the notation used in the proof
of Proposition 1, we have that v(k) = Φk(H,v(k−1); b(k)),
where we have made explicit the dependence on b(k). From
the uniform convergence, it follows that
v∗ + ′ = v(k) = Φk(H,v∗ + ; b(k)). (14)
Notice that if we find an expression gk(H,v∗ + ; b(k)) such
that Φk(H,v∗+; b(k)) = v∗+gk(H,v∗+; b(k)), we might
replace this in (14) to obtain
′ = gk(H,v∗ + ; b(k)). (15)
Since (15) must hold for arbitrary small but positive η, this
implies that gk(H,v∗ + ; b(k)) → 0 as k → ∞. In
the remainder of the proof, we find an explicit form for
gk(H,v
∗ + ; b(k)) and show that this implies (13).
We begin by replacing v(k−1) by v∗ +  in (6) to obtain
u
(k)
i =
hii(v
∗
i + i)
σ2 +
∑
j h
2
ij(v
∗
j + j)
2
, (16)
=
hiiv
∗
i + hiii
σ2 +
∑
j h
2
ij [(v
∗
j )
2 + 2v∗j j + 
2
j ]
=
hiiv
∗
i
σ2+
∑
j h
2
ij(v
∗
j )
2
+
hiii
σ2 +
∑
j h
2
ij [(v
∗
j )
2 + 2v∗j j + 
2
j ]
− hiiv
∗
i
σ2 +
∑
j h
2
ij(v
∗
j )
2
∑
j h
2
ij [2v
∗
j j + 
2
j ]
σ2 +
∑
j h
2
ij [(v
∗
j )
2 + 2v∗j j + 
2
j ]
= u∗i + ui ,
where the last equality follows from the definition of u∗i and
ui contains all the terms depending on  so that |ui | → 0 as
η → 0. We then move to (7) and replace u(k)i , v(k−1)i , and a(k)i
by u∗i +ui , v
∗
i +i and 1, respectively. Following a procedure
similar to that in (16) we get that
w
(k)
i = w
∗
i + wi + b
(k)
i , (17)
where |wi | → 0 as η → 0. We repeat the procedure for (8),
where we notice that, for large enough k, the non-linearity α
is moot since v(k)i →
√
p∗i and 0 < p
∗
i < pmax. With this in
mind, it follows from (8) that
v
(k)
i =
u∗i hiiw
∗
i∑
j h
2
ji(u
∗
j )
2w∗j
+ vi (18)
+
hiiu
∗
i∑
jh
2
ji(u
∗
j )
2w∗j
∑
j 6=i h
2
ji(u
∗
j )
2(w∗j b
(k)
i − w∗i b(k)j )∑
j h
2
ji[(u
∗
j + uj )
2(w∗j + wj + b
(k)
j )]
where |vi | → 0 as η → 0. From the fact that (u∗,w∗,v∗) is a
fixed point of the classical WMMSE iteration [14], it follows
that the first term in the right-hand side of (18) is equal to
v∗i . This implies that the function gk(H,v
∗+ ; b(k)) that we
were looking for is given, elementwise, by the second and
third terms in the right-hand side of (18). Since vi → 0 as
η → 0 (equivalently, as k →∞), it must be that the last term
in (18) goes to 0 as k goes to infinity, from where our result
follows.
Theorem 1 asserts that if the UWMMSE is uniformly
learning the true power allocation p∗ as it goes deeper, then
the learned weights b(k) must asymptotically satisfy (13).
Intuitively, we expected b(k) → 0 so that the UWMMSE
layer boils down to the classical WMMSE iteration. Indeed,
b(k) → 0 satisfies the necessary condition in (13). Notice,
however, that other limits are permitted by this necessary
condition, e.g., b(k)i → w∗i for all i would also satisfy (13).
Nonetheless, this would require the function Ψ in (5) to be
sufficiently expressive to return w∗ (an explicit function of the
true optimal power allocation) from H. This is not the case in
general for the simple function proposed in (11)-(12) so that,
in practice, we expect (13) to be satisfied by b(k) → 0. As
is customary in the analysis of deep learning algorithms, the
infinite depth architecture is amenable to theoretical analysis
but the derived conclusions are also valid in the finite regime.
Indeed, as further discussed in Section IV-D, b(k)i yields values
close to zero for most nodes i when k approaches K.
Finally, it should be noticed that Theorem 1 is independent
of the specific function Ψ chosen in (5). That is, the above re-
sult is a characteristic of the architecture in (5)-(8), irrespective
of the functional form chosen to parameterize b(k).
C. Distributed implementation, scalability, and complexity
analysis
It is possible to deploy the trained UWMMSE in a dis-
tributed fashion as the allocated power at a given node i
can be computed without explicit knowledge of the states of
channels that do not include transmitter i or receiver r(i).
However, similar to WMMSE [14], we need to make some
key assumptions regarding the information available to each
transceiver pair. Primarily, each transmitter i should have
estimates of the local channel state hji for all receivers r(j).
Additionally, there should be a feedback mechanism through
which receiver r(i) can transmit information to all transmitters
in the network. Under these assumptions, each receiver r(i)
can compute its individual u(k)i and w
(k)
i and pass them on to
the transmitters to compute v(k)i for all k unrolling layers in
all nodes. Each node is also assumed to have access to the full
set of trainable weights of both GCN-based learning modules
in each unrolling layer k. It is important to note here that our
proposed method cannot be trained in a distributed fashion as
the used formulation of GCN [42] requires access to the entire
CSI matrix and thus necessitates centralized training. But once
trained, it is sufficient to have the indexed row and column
available for computing the output of any given node, allowing
distributed implementation of the trained model. Such a setup
would still incur additional communication overheads and the
rate of power allocation would be limited by the speed of the
feedback link between a given transceiver pair.
The computational complexity per WMMSE iteration has
been shown to be O(M2) for an M -user single-antenna
interference network. This complexity translates directly to
each unrolled layer in UWMMSE as we follow the same
update rules as WMMSE. In addition, each GCN in a given
unrolling layer has a complexity of O(M2F ) where F is
the hidden layer dimension [42]. Therefore, the complexity
of UWMMSE scales with the size of the network as O(M2)
per unrolled layer, which is the same as the per-iteration
complexity of WMMSE. As a result, we achieve a significant
gain in terms of processing time by limiting the number
8of unrolling layers in UWMMSE. This will be validated
empirically in Section IV-A.
IV. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
We present extensive numerical experiments to illustrate the
performance of UWMMSE in different settings and to vali-
date our understanding of the architecture.1 In Section IV-A,
we compare the performance of UWMMSE with competing
approaches whereas in Section IV-B we analyze how this per-
formance varies for different choices of key parameters in the
proposed architecture. In Section IV-C, we demonstrate how
the considered framework can be enriched by incorporating
node features and varying the utility function. Our theoretical
result in Theorem 1 is empirically validated in Section IV-D.
Finally, in Section IV-E we analyze the generalizability of the
proposed approach to changes in the density and size of the
wireless network under consideration.
For all our experiments, we consider a Rayleigh fading
channel model. To that end, we construct a random geometric
graph in two dimensions having M transceiver pairs. First,
each transmitter i is dropped uniformly at random at locations
ti ∈ [−M,M ]2. Then, its paired receiver r(i) is dropped
uniformly at random at location ri ∈ [ti−M4 , ti+ M4 ]2. Under
fading conditions, the channel between a transmitter i and any
receiver r(j) is composed of two components Hij = HPijH
F
ij ,
where the path gain is given by HPij = ‖ti − rj‖−2.2 and the
fading coefficient is randomly drawn HFij ∼ Rayleigh(1). We
fix HPij and sample H
F
ij at each power allocation instance. In
all but the experiments presented in Section IV-E, we assume
that the underlying topology of the network is fixed. This can
be interpreted as a set of static nodes communicating with
each other over a period of time. At each discrete-time in-
stant, fading conditions change and the instantaneous channel
information is used by the model to generate the optimal power
allocation. In all but the experiment presented in Section IV-C,
we set the node features to unity (cf. Remark 2).
Our proposed solution model, UWMMSE, is composed
of 4 unrolled WMMSE layers with each layer k having
two 2-layered GCNs (11)-(12) as its learning modules for
the affine transform parameters a(k) and b(k). Hidden layer
dimension of all GCNs is set to 4. ADAM [54] optimizer is
employed for training across 10000 steps with each training
step being performed on a batch of 64 randomly sampled
channel fading states. Learning rate is set to 1× 10−3 and
training is performed for a maximum of 20 epochs, with
early stopping. For testing, we randomly sample 6400 channel
fading states. Unless otherwise specified, the network size M
is fixed at 20.
A. Performance comparison
We begin by comparing the performance attained by
UWMMSE with that of established baselines and state-of-the-
art methods. We perform these comparisons in two different
regimes that are defined on the basis of additive channel noise
1Code to replicate the numerical experiments here presented can be found
at https://github.com/archo48/unrolled-wmmse.git.
variance. In the high-noise regime, the standard deviation σ of
the noise [cf. (2)] is set as 1 whereas in the low-noise regime
σ = 2.6× 10−5.
We choose the following methods for comparison, all of
which address the problem of optimal power allocation in
wireless networks with minor variations in noise regimes
and channel models, achieving state-of-the-art performance on
standard benchmarks.
1) WMMSE [14] forms the baseline for our experiments
as it is the most commonly followed classical approach
to address this problem. We set a maximum of 100
iterations for WMMSE per sample.
2) Truncated WMMSE (Tr-WMMSE) provides a perfor-
mance lower bound to UWMMSE in terms of the sum-
capacity that WMMSE achieves with as many iterations
as the unrolled layers without the learning component.
We fix the number of iterations of Tr-WMMSE to 4 to
match UWMMSE unrollings.
3) MLP [23] is employed in a supervised setting to learn a
functional mapping between channel state information
and corresponding power allocation, using WMMSE
output as the training signal.
4) REGNN [25] addresses the specific problem of binary
power allocation in Rayleigh interference channels. It
tackles this problem in the high-noise regime where it
achieves state-of-the-art performance.
5) IGCNet [26] addresses the power allocation problem
in Gaussian interference channels, specifically, in the
high-noise regime, where it achieves state-of-the-art
performance.
The comparisons are shown in Fig 2. Owing to the ran-
domness of channel state information, there can be significant
variations in the utility function value across test samples for
any given power allocation algorithm. Each individual channel
realization can be more or less challenging based on how the
interference strengths compare with the channel strengths for
the specific fading conditions. To illustrate this, we show a
histogram of utility values over the entire test set in the low-
noise regime; see Fig 2(a). The empirical distribution of util-
ities across different channel instances shows that UWMMSE
matches the performance of WMMSE for most realizations,
while even surpassing it in a few cases. To be more precise,
UWMMSE, WMMSE, and Tr-WMMSE respectively achieve
average sum-rates of 83.21, 82.94, and 76.49 as shown in
Table I with corresponding standard deviations of 6.10, 5.76,
and 6.28. The performance gain in WMMSE compared to its
truncated version was expected due to additional iterations that
add to the complexity of the solution. UWMMSE bridges this
gap with a learning module that performs more intelligent
update steps to converge to the optimal within as many
iterations as the underperforming Tr-WMMSE.
Having compared UWMMSE with the classical method,
we now expand the analysis to include other learning-based
approaches in the low-noise regime; see Fig 2(b). MLP, which
learns a functional mapping of the WMMSE output, beats
Tr-WMMSE with an average sum-rate of 78.17, still falling
short of WMMSE by a significant margin. This shows that
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Fig. 2. Performance comparison of the proposed UWMMSE with WMMSE [14], a truncated version thereof, an MLP [23], IGCNet [26],
and REGNN [25]. (a) Histogram of the achieved utilities for 6400 randomly drawn channel state matrices in the low-noise regime (σ =
2.6× 10−5). UWMMSE achieves performance comparable to WMMSE but requiring the same number of iterations than the underperforming
truncated version. (b) Box plots associated with the histograms in (a), where the comparisons with MLP, IGCNet, and REGNN have been
added. (c) Counterpart of (b) but for the high-noise regime (σ = 1.0).
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 3. Impact of variation in depth, width and GNN architecture on UWMMSE performance. (a) Box plots of sum-rate achieved by
UWMMSE with number of unrolled layers varying from 2 to 7. (b) Box plots of sum-rate achieved by UWMMSE with the dimension of
GCN hidden features varying from 2 to 15. (c) Histogram of sum-rate achieved by UWMMSE with a GCN-based learning module versus
that with an REGNN-based learning module.
supervised methods are limited by the quality of their training
signals and often do not generalize to out-of-sample data.
On the other hand, both REGNN and IGCNet – originally
designed and tested in high-noise regimes – prove to be
inadequate to match the performance of WMMSE in the
more challenging low-noise setting. For instance, REGNN was
designed for binary power allocation – either 0 or pmax – but
finer precision is needed for state-of-the-art performance in
the low-noise regime. Indeed, in this regime the interference
component dominates in the sum-capacity formulation [cf. (2)]
and, therefore, minor variations in power allocation result in
significant performance alteration.
By contrast, we now shift focus to the high-noise regime,
where noise dominates over the interference component in the
SINR formulation. Hence, the sum-capacity achieved is less
dependent on the precise power allocation at each node. In this
setting, all the algorithms tend to follow a binary approach in
which each node would either transmit with full power or
not transmit at all. Due to the high noise in this setting, low
performance is generally achieved as clearly manifested by the
low sum-rate values obtained by all the algorithms in Fig 2(c).
Also, given the high noise, it is always optimal to transmit with
almost full power at most nodes. Consequently, there is little
performance variation across methods.
TABLE I
PERFORMANCE AND TIME COMPARISONS OF ALL METHODS
Algorithm Training Test Test
time (min) sum-rate time (msec)
WMMSE [14] - 82.94 16
Tr-WMMSE - 76.49 1.0
MLP [23] 0.5 78.17 3.2
REGNN [25] 15 57.92 2.5
IGCNet [26] 5 55.30 3.0
UWMMSE 15 83.21 2.0
Achieving a sum-rate that is close to optimal is not enough
as the time required for power allocation has to be syn-
chronized with fading conditions that are fast evolving. It is
therefore essential to consider the time taken by each algorithm
to offer a power allocation output given a channel state input.
To that end, we provide a computation time comparison2
among the various algorithms in Table I. UWMMSE, which
takes close to 2 ms per sample, is significantly faster as
compared to WMMSE which takes around 16 ms per sample.
All the other learning-based methods [23], [25], [26] have a
2All computations were performed on an Nvidia Quadro T2000 GPU.
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processing time similar to that of UWMMSE, however, none
of them achieve the same performance in that time duration,
which is the main advantage of our method over existing
algorithms. Unlike WMMSE and similar to any other learning-
based method, UWMMSE has the additional requirement of
training, which takes close to 15 mins, but in most applications
this is not a problem since we envision the computational effort
to be done prior to implementation. MLP [23] has significantly
lower training time, but requires a full iteration of WMMSE
over its training data to get the ground-truth power allocation
which adds to the time complexity.
B. Impact of depth, width, and GNN functional form
Our next objective is to analyze the dependence of our
proposed method on the various design parameters in the
architecture. To that end, we study the variation of UWMMSE
performance specifically with respect to two architectural com-
ponents, namely the number of unrolled layers (depth) and the
dimension of hidden features (width). We evaluate UWMMSE
performance separately for each of these hyper-parameters
taking a fixed set of values, depth ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7} and
width ∈ {2, 5, 10, 15}, in an experimental setup that is
otherwise identical to that in Section IV-A. As shown in
Fig 3(a), mean sum-rate improves from 2-layered to 5-layered
architectures and then decays as more layers are added to
the model. This could be attributed to the need of more data
to successfully train deeper architectures. On the other hand,
in Fig 3(b) we observe overlapping distributions of sum-rate
for all the configurations with minor improvement on using a
hidden feature dimension of 10. The observed robustness in
terms of depth and width of the architecture is of practical
importance, providing the practitioner with a wide design
space without compromising performance.
We further evaluate the performance of our proposed un-
rolling scheme by employing an alternative learning module,
i.e., selecting a different function Ψ in (5). Our goal is to
characterize how the achieved performance depends on the
specific selection of the GNN. To that end, we compare our
canonical choice (11)-(12) with an REGNN [25], primarily
due to its simple and lightweight architecture. REGNN also
interprets the CSI as the adjacency matrix of a graph and
constructs a layered architecture by intertwining linear graph
filters with point-wise non-linearities. To be more precise, if
we denote by zl the output of an intermediate layer in an
REGNN, we have that
zl = α
(
K∑
k=0
νlkH
kzl−1
)
, (19)
where α is a ReLU activation function and the coefficients νlk
are trained. The REGNN is defined by recursive application
of (19) and we test it here as an alternative to GCNs for the
computation of a(k) and b(k) in (5).
As shown in Fig. 3(c), the empirical distribution of sum-
rate achieved by the REGNN-based UWMMSE model has
significant overlap with that of the GCN-based baseline. These
neural networks can therefore be used interchangeably to
achieve very similar performances revealing that the proposed
unfolded architecture is not restricted by a specific choice
of GNN. In this way, the practitioner can choose the GNN
of preference given the application-specific computation and
memory constraints. It is important to notice that once the
REGNN is incorporated into our unfolded architecture, the
performance markedly increases to its standalone implemen-
tation [cf. Figs. 2(b) and 3(c)] unveiling the importance of
including domain-specific knowledge in the neural architec-
ture.
C. Incorporating node features and different utility functions
We discuss in Remark 1 the extension of our unrolled
scheme to several other utility functions β(z) provided that
they satisfy the condition that γ(z) is strictly concave for
z > 0, where γ(z) = −β(− log(z)). To validate this, we
select the sum of squares of data rate as our utility function
β(z) = z2. In this case, γ(z) = −(log(z))2 is strictly concave
for z > 0, as required. Under the same experimental setup
as in Section IV-A, our model now learns to maximize the
sum of squared rates as its utility function. From comparing
Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), one can observe a clear improvement
in performance of WMMSE and its truncated version when
the modification proposed in (10) is employed, as expected.
More interestingly, UWMMSE can attain high performance
even when the modified update is not used [cf. Fig. 4(a)].
This points towards the fact that the learnable parameters
a(k),b(k) can rely on data to enforce the right update trajectory
for w(k) even in the presence of a model mismatch. Indeed,
the improvement of UWMMSE with the modified update
compared to the version without it is minimal (means of
1141.38 and 1131.86, respectively). This difference is slightly
magnified in the presence of less training data, where the
ability of the learning parameters to make up for the model
mismatch is restricted. To illustrate this, we employed a variant
of UWMMSE which was trained on half of the available data
(UWMMSE-Ld). As expected, UWMMSE-Ld underperforms
with respect to UWMMSE in both settings. When comparing
the rates for UWMMSE-Ld with and without the modified
update, we observe that the modified update yields a utility of
1124.58 whereas without the update the utility is of 1112.42. It
should be noticed that there is still a major improvement with
respect to the classical WMMSE, underscoring the importance
of the learning module even with limited training data.
Remark 2 analyzes the possibility of enriching UWMMSE
with node attributes that may encode essential information
pertaining to a specific node such as priority or queue length.
To validate the effectiveness of such a formulation, we perform
a simple experiment in which Q = 1 (cf. Remark 2) is
augmented with two custom features for each node, namely,
physical distance between a transmitter and its corresponding
receiver (‖ti − ri‖) and the shortest distance between each
transmitter and all other receivers (minj 6=i‖ti − rj‖). Intu-
itively, a transmitter’s average power allocation depends on
the distance to its intended receiver as well as the distance
to other receivers, since the latter determines the interference
effect. Hence, we expect the learning method to take advantage
of having explicit access to these features, as illustrated in
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Fig. 4. Experimental validation of Remarks 1 and 2. (a) Boxplot comparing the performance of UWMMSE, WMMSE, Tr-WMMSE, and a
version of UWMMSE trained with less data (UWMMSE-Ld), in terms of the sum of squared rates, without the proposed modification in (10)
for the update of w(k). (b) Counterpart of (a) when the proposed modification in (10) is used. (c) Histogram of UWMMSE performance
with all-one node features Q = 1 versus that with customized node features.
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 5. Histograms of learned variables a(k) and b(k) in layers k ∈ {1, 3, 5} of a fully trained 5-layered UWMMSE model. (a) In layer-1,
the majority of a(1) and b(1) values are concentrated at the lower end while almost one-third of the b values are distributed at the higher
end of the range. (b) Layer-3 sees a transition of b(3) values towards the lower end of the range. (c) Layer-5 presents a clear separation in
which the majority of a(5) values are concentrated near 1 while almost all b(5) values move to 0, marking the convergence of UWMMSE
to the original WMMSE updates.
Fig. 4(c). Indeed, the mean sum-rate achieved using the
features is of 84.73 compared to the baseline utility of 83.21.
This result further emphasizes the benefits of infusing domain
knowledge in learning-based solutions, where the specific
choice of features relies on our understanding of the problem
at hand.
D. Empirical validation of Theorem 1
To develop a deeper understanding of the working dynamics
of our proposed approach, we observe the values that the
learned variables take in each unrolled layer. In this process,
we also develop an empirical validation of Theorem 1. To that
end, we retrieve a(k) and b(k) values for layers k ∈ {1, 3, 5}
of a fully trained 5-layered UWMMSE model and plot the
corresponding histograms in Fig 5. Each histogram is built
based on 12800 values, corresponding to 6400 test vectors
a(k) or b(k), each of size M = 20. As discussed previously,
owing to a sigmoid non-linearity on the neural network output,
all values are limited to the range [0, 1].
This setup illustrates a transition of the learned variables
across a sequence of layers. As shown, the values of a(k)
are mainly concentrated at the lower end of the range in the
first and third layers with a major shift in the final layer
where it peaks at values close to 1. On the other hand, b(k)
values decrease across layers with the peak at the lower end
increasing in height as one goes to deeper layers with a
majority of b(5) values converging near 0 on the fifth layer.
Notice that this validates our result in Theorem 1 and the
succeeding discussion. It becomes apparent that the proposed
architecture leverages the trainable values of a(k) and b(k) to
expedite convergence in the first few layers and then resembles
the WMMSE update rule by learning a(k) = 1 and b(k) = 0
in the final layers.
E. Generalization to variations in network density and size
So far we have considered a setup in which the underly-
ing topology of a wireless network remains constant across
scheduling cycles, while the fading coefficients are sampled
randomly at each step. However, a more realistic scenario to
consider would be one in which the nodes are in motion and
thus change their relative positions at each step. We simulate
this dynamic environment by varying the spatial density of the
network. We consider two cases. One in which nodes move
closer to each other resulting in an increase in spatial density
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Fig. 6. Generalization performance of UWMMSE and a robust version thereof (Ro-UWMMSE) to variations in spatial density and network
size compared against WMMSE and Tr-WMMSE baselines. (a) Mean sum-rate achieved by UWMMSE, Ro-UWMMSE and baselines as
density factor d varies in [0.5, 1.0], generating sparser networks. (b) Mean sum-rate achieved by UWMMSE, Ro-UWMMSE and baselines
as density factor d varies in [1.0, 5.0], generating denser networks. (c) Mean sum-rate achieved by UWMMSE, Ro-UWMMSE and baselines
as network size M varies in [10, 30].
and the other in which nodes move further apart resulting in
a sparser topology. To that end, we define a density factor
d that is used to control this setup. More precisely, for each
value of d, a transmitter is dropped at location tdi = ti/d.
Its paired receiver r(i), however, is still dropped uniformly at
random at location rdi ∈ [tdi − M4 , tdi + M4 ]2. Effectively, the
spatial density is varied according to relative positions of the
transmitters while maintaining a degree of stochasticity in the
receiver positions. This is done to create a more realistic and
thereby more challenging setting in which the relative distance
between a moved transmitter and its receiver is not simply a
scaled version of their original distance. Further, to simulate
both decrease and increase in density, d is varied linearly from
0.5 to 5.0. We separately plot the variations in the ranges
0.5 ≤ d ≤ 1.0 for sparser topologies and 1.0 ≤ d ≤ 5.0 for
denser topologies in Fig 6.
In this experimental setup, we compare UWMMSE trained
on a fixed network topology against WMMSE and Tr-
WMMSE as baselines. Our goal is to analyze the robustness
of our proposed approach against variations in the network
topology. To illustrate this, we introduce a robust version
of UWMMSE (Ro-UWMMSE), that is trained on multiple
network topologies with varying spatial density. At each
training step, we generate a batch of independent network
topologies as previously described with a randomly sampled
d ∈ [0.5, 5.0]. For each individual topology, we then sample
Rayleigh fading coefficients to simulate the channel state
information. Unlike the baseline UWMMSE that relies on a
constant network topology over multiple training cycles, Ro-
UWMMSE is regularized in training to allow generalization
to multiple network densities. In the sparser setting, as evident
from Fig. 6(a), there is a constant but moderate gap in
performance between WMMSE and UWMMSE, while its
robust version follows WMMSE performance closely at almost
all points. This is a slightly simpler scenario as the relative
distance between transmitters increase, thus, limiting the effect
of interference. The effectiveness of Ro-UWMMSE is even
more pronounced in the contrasting scenario where spatial
density increases progressively, bringing the transmitters closer
together and, thus, enhancing the effect of interference. In
this more challenging setting, UWMMSE trained on d = 1.0
performs poorly on higher d values, lagging even behind the
truncated version of WMMSE; see Fig. 6(b). However, Ro-
UWMMSE is still able to follow the WMMSE performance
closely, illustrating the generalization capacity of our unrolling
scheme under regularized training.
In addition to variation in spatial positions, wireless net-
works also undergo changes in size as nodes are either added
or removed from the network. To study the performance of
UWMMSE in such a setting, we simulate a channel model
that undergoes random insertions and deletions of nodes.
To that end, in each scheduling cycle, a set of transmitters
and their corresponding receivers are either removed from
the network or a new set of transceivers are added to the
network. It is important to note that the new transmitters
and receivers are still added in the interval ti = [−N,N ]2
for all i > N , where N is the original network size. In
this way, this experiment does not enforce any expansion or
contraction of the overall area of the multi-sized topologies.
Corresponding receivers are dropped ri ∈ [ti − N4 , ti + N4 ]2.
Rayleigh fading coefficients are sampled independently for
each individual topology to construct the CSI matrix. In this
experiment, we train the UWMMSE model on a network of
fixed size N = 20. We then evaluate its performance on
networks of size M ∈ [10, 30] by either removing nodes from
the original network (M < N ) or adding new unseen nodes to
it (M > N ). Similar to the previous experiment, we compare
our method against WMMSE and Tr-WMMSE as baselines.
Further, to make UWMMSE robust against these variations,
we train Ro-UWMMSE on networks of multiple sizes by
randomly generating a batch of networks of size M ∈ [10, 30]
at each training step.
As shown in Fig. 6(c), there is a steady drop in UWMMSE
performance compared to the WMMSE baseline for both
settings M < N and M > N , while the best performance
is achieved at M = N . This is not entirely unexpected as
in either direction, the underlying topology of the network
undergoes significant changes. While new nodes that are added
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to the graph for M > N form hitherto unseen interference pat-
terns, removing a set of transceivers M < N and re-drawing
the positions of the receivers for the remaining transmitters
also disrupts the existing interference patterns. However, Ro-
UWMMSE is still able to maintain a performance that is close
to WMMSE and, thus, illustrates the generalization capacity
of our method to variations in network size under regularized
training.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We proposed UWMMSE, a novel neural network approach
to solve the problem of power allocation in wireless networks.
The layered architecture of the presented method was derived
from the algorithmic unfolding of the classical WMMSE, thus,
UWMMSE naturally incorporates domain-specific elements
augmented by trainable components. These components are
parameterized by GNNs to account for and leverage the
inherent graph representation of communication networks.
Revisiting the motivating question in Section II, we have
demonstrated that UWMMSE yields solutions that are: i) Ef-
fective, since the performance attained is comparable with
well-established benchmarks; ii) Distributed, since the layered
architecture based on GNNs is amenable to a decentralized
implementation; and iii) Efficient, since, once trained, a for-
ward pass on the neural architecture requires less time and
computation than model-based methods.
A natural extension of our proposed method would be to
obtain efficient power allocation in case of complex-valued
signals and channels. Additionally, this work opens the door to
multiple exciting avenues for future research. Firstly, alterna-
tive ways of incorporating learning components to the classical
WMMSE iterations can be studied, putting special emphasis
in understanding – theoretically and empirically – the trade-off
between computation and performance for varying number of
trainable weights. Secondly, we can pursue the application of
unfolded solutions as the one here developed for other resource
allocation problems in wireless communications. Finally, for
cases where security is a concern upon deployment, a relevant
direction is the development of architectures that are well-
suited for power allocation with missing, noisy, or even
adversarial channel information.
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